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Abstract
This work is motivated by the fact that a “compact” semantics for
term rewriting systems, which is essential for the development of effective semantics-based program manipulation tools (e.g. automatic program analyzers and debuggers), does not exist. The big-step rewriting
semantics that is most commonly considered in functional programming is the set of values/normal forms that the program is able to
compute for any input expression. Such a big-step semantics is unnecessarily oversized, as it contains many “semantically useless” elements
that can be retrieved from a smaller set of terms. Therefore, in this
article, we present a compressed, goal-independent collecting fixpoint
semantics that contains the smallest set of terms that are sufficient to
describe, by semantic closure, all possible rewritings. We prove soundness and completeness under ascertained conditions. The compactness
of the semantics makes it suitable for applications. Actually, our semantics can be finite whereas the big-step semantics is generally not,
and even when both semantics are infinite, the fixpoint computation
of our semantics produces fewer elements at each step. To support this
claim we report several experiments performed with a prototypical implementation.
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1.1

Introduction
Why a new semantics

Finding program bugs is a long-standing problem in software construction.
Unfortunately, the debugging support is rather poor for functional languages
(see [40, 25, 31] and references therein), and there are no good general–
purpose semantics-based debuggers available. One of the basic reasons for
the lack of simple, handy development tools for functional programs (like
program analyzers, debuggers, and correctors) is the lack of a suitable semantics that is compact and goal-independent, i.e., a program semantics
defined only by determining the operational behavior of a small set of terms
that are sufficient to describe, by semantic closure, the meaning of all input expressions. The idea of such a semantics seems clear-cut, as already
demonstrated by several works in other programming paradigms like logic
programming [8, 18]; however, to the best of our knowledge, it has never
been investigated in the context of functional programming and term rewriting systems. Furthermore, the definition of such a semantics is not trivial,
since we want the semantics to ensure interesting computational properties
while still dealing with a broad class of TRSs.
We came up with the idea of a compressed semantics when investigating
on how to convey to functional programming the semantics-based, debugging
approach of [11, 12], for logic programs, which essentially consists of the
application of Abstract Interpretation techniques [15] to an “appropriate”
goal-independent fixpoint semantics. Among other valuable facilities, this
debugging approach supports the development of cogent diagnostic tools
that find program errors without having to determine symptoms in advance.
The key issue of this approach is the goal-independence of the concrete
semantics, meaning that the semantics is defined by collecting the observable
properties starting with “most general” calls (goals1 ), while still providing
a complete characterization of the program behavior.
Defining a collecting semantics is usually the first crucial step in adapting
the general methodology of Abstract Interpretation to the semantic framework of the programming language at hand [36]. In [1], we developed a
(preliminary) Abstract Diagnosis framework for functional languages by using the formalism of Term Rewriting Systems (TRSs), which is widely recognized [5, 10, 28, 38] as a suitable computational model for functional
programming languages (e.g. Haskell, Hope, Miranda, or Maude). We used
a collecting semantics that is very similar to the big-step rewriting semantics as a basis for the abstract debugger. However, the resulting tool was
inefficient. Not surprisingly, the main reason for this inefficiency was the accidental high redundancy of the semantics, which caused the algorithms to
1
Following the terminology of logic programming, we often refer to an input expression
(i.e., a program call) as “the goal”.
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use and produce redundant information at each stage. In the best case, this
redundant information reduces the performance and, in the worst case, ends
in ineffective methods. In contrast, the same methodology gave good results
in [12] because it was applied to a compact semantics (i.e., the s-semantics).
Thus, our specific objective in this paper is to avoid all such redundant
elements in the semantics while still characterizing the meaning of any expression. We improve previous attempts by some of the authors [4, 1] to
produce a compact, goal-independent semantics for functional programs.

1.2

Denotations as syntactic objects

Term rewriting systems [16, 28] provide an adequate computational model
for functional languages. A functional program is a set of functions that
is defined by (oriented) equations or rules. A functional computation consists of replacing subexpressions by equal subexpressions (w.r.t. the function
definitions) until no more replacements (or reductions) are possible, and a
result is obtained.
In the literature of TRSs, equations t = s over terms t, s (with variables)
are sometimes used to represent program semantics, i.e., the computed input/output relation of all functions. In this paper, we prefer to use (special
cases of) oriented equations t 7→ s (modulo renaming) to make explicit
the (semantic) fact that a term t reduces to term s (in symbols, t →∗ s)
and not vice versa. Moreover, the equation notation is more suited in the
case of confluent TRSs. However, several of our results in this paper do
not require confluence or other properties that are often assumed in traditional rewriting-based languages. Modern functional languages such as
Maude [10], and functional-logic languages such as Curry [23], or TOY [30]
deal with non-determinism, and thus the confluence requirement is done
away with. We also prefer t 7→ s instead of t → s to avoid confusion with
program rules, as t 7→ s can indeed represent several reduction steps with
program rules of the form t → s.
The idea of using syntactic domains for describing program semantics,
and in particular the use of rules in the denotation, is inspired from the literature of logic programming (see [8]) where it is commonly used to capture
various computational aspects (like computed answers, call patterns, resultants) in a goal-independent way. For instance, the Ω-semantics of Bossi et
al. [8] collects sets of Horn clauses, which model the program resultants, so
that goals can be solved by simply “executing them in the semantics”. It is
important to note that this is generally far cheaper than executing goals in
the original program, since the “real computation” is pretty much embedded
in the representation.
Following the Ω-semantics approach, sometimes we will use the elements
t 7→ s in the denotation as standard rewrite rules t → s (obviously this does
not imply that these rules belong to the original program), and vice versa.
3

1.3

The standard big-step rewriting semantics

Given the TRS R, the coarse (goal-dependent) big-step semantics of term
rewriting systems collects, for every possible ground input term t, a representation t 7→ s of all rewritings t →∗ s in R, where s is a normal form2 of
t. As an illustrative example, consider the following term rewriting system
(variable names start with an uppercase letter).
Example 1.1
Consider the TRS RINC := {inc(X) → s(X), plus2(X) → inc(inc(X))}.
The standard big-step rewriting semantics for TRS RINC contains the following rewritings:
{0 7→ 0, s(0) 7→ s(0), s(s(0)) 7→ s(s(0)), . . . ,
inc(0) 7→ s(0), inc(s(0)) 7→ s(s(0)), inc(s(s(0))) 7→ s(s(s(0))), . . . ,
s(inc(0)) 7→ s(s(0)), s(inc(s(0))) 7→ s(s(s(0))), . . . ,
s(s(inc(0))) 7→ s(s(s(0))), s(s(inc(s(0)))) 7→ s(s(s(s(0)))), . . . ,
inc(inc(0)) 7→ s(s(0)), inc(inc(s(0))) 7→ s(s(s(0))), . . . ,
inc(inc(inc(0))) 7→ s(s(s(0))), . . . ,
plus2(0) 7→ s(s(0)), plus2(s(0)) 7→ s(s(s(0))), . . . ,
s(plus2(0)) 7→ s(s(s(0))), s(plus2(s(0))) 7→ s(s(s(s(0)))), . . . ,
plus2(inc(0)) 7→ s(s(s(0))), plus2(inc(s(0))) 7→ s(s(s(s(0)))), . . . ,
inc(plus2(0)) 7→ s(s(s(0))), inc(plus2(s(0))) 7→ s(s(s(s(0)))), . . .}

The meaning of the expression inc(plus2(s(0))) is directly accessible in
the denotation element inc(plus2(s(0))) 7→ s(s(s(s(0)))) of the semantics. However, this meaning would also be retrievable by “composing” the
meanings of the terms plus2(s(0)) and inc(s(s(s(0)))), which are given
by the semantic rules plus2(s(0)) 7→ s(s(s(0))) and inc(s(s(s(0)))) 7→
s(s(s(s(0)))), respectively.
Actually, the value of any expression t could be easily derived from a (more
compact) goal-independent representation by “executing” t in such a compact semantics (using the elements in the denotation as program rules),
similarly to semantics defined for logic programming in [8]. In our case,
the input term can be “reduced in the semantics” (by using standard term
rewriting), which needs much fewer computation steps than running the
original program, since many of the necessary partial computations have
been performed in advance and recorded in the semantics once and for all.
In fact, we need to apply (at most) one semantic rule for each nested expression (redex), since no nested calls appear at the right-hand sides of the rules
in the denotation. Thus, we achieve a good balance between compactness
and agile executability of the model.
2

Functional languages often consider values (i.e., ground constructor terms) as the
interesting results of computations, whereas normal forms (i.e., irreducible terms) are
more commonly considered in term rewriting systems.
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Example 1.2
By using the semantic rules inc(s(s(s(0)))) 7→ s(s(s(s(0)))) and
plus2(s(0)) 7→ s(s(s(0))) of Example 1.1, the meaning of the goal
inc(plus2(s(0))) is achievable in two reduction steps:
inc(plus2(s(0))) → inc(s(s(s(0)))) → s(s(s(s(0)))),
whereas reducing inc(plus2(s(0))) in RIN C requires twice the number of
steps.
It is important to emphasize that both the goal-independency and compactness of the semantics are necessary for the development of efficient
semantics-based program manipulation tools, including abstract analyzers
and debuggers that are based on abstract interpretation [2, 11, 12].

1.4

Relations with other semantics

In [4], a naı̈ve, goal-independent, collecting semantics that models computed
answers for canonical TRSs was developed. This semantics relies on narrowing [20, 26], which is a generalization of term rewriting where pattern
matching is replaced by syntactic unification. Following the approach of
[8, 18, 19], the semantics of [4] was built by narrowing in R all “flat calls”
f (x1 , ..., xn ) and then collecting all expressions f (x1 , ..., xn )θ 7→ t whenever
f (x1 , ..., xn ) narrows in R to t with computed answer substitution θ. This semantics allows the reconstruction of the computed answers (solutions) of any
reachability goal t →∗ y (i.e., the substitutions σ such that R ` tσ →∗ yσ)
by recursively unifying t 7→ y with the elements in the denotation. Roughly
speaking, nested expressions in t have to be flattened first so that the term
structure is directly accessible to unification. Flattening works as follows.
Let t[s] denote that s is a subterm of t. Then, the non–variable subterm s of
t is replaced with a fresh variable z in order to transform the goal t 7→ y into
the goals s 7→ z, t[z] 7→ y, which are interpreted (“run”) in the denotation
by standard unification. A more refined version of this semantics modeling
the computed answers under different narrowing strategies, including lazy
narrowing, was proposed in [2].
Unfortunately, the narrowing-based semantics of [2, 4] essentially have
the same redundancy drawback of the big-step rewriting semantics, since
they contain many “semantically useless” elements that can be reconstructed
from a smaller set of terms, as shown in the following example.
Example 1.3
Consider the TRS RID := {id(X) → X, id(0) → 0, id(s(X)) → s(id(X))}.
The narrowing-based semantics of [4] yields
{id(sn (t)) 7→ sn (t) | n ≥ 0, t ∈ {0,X}},
5

instead of the much more compact, accomplishable representation {id(X) 7→
X}, which still allows the (value or normal form) meaning of any ground input
expression to be retrieved by standard rewriting.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that the (apparent) redundancy in
the narrowing-based semantics of [2, 4] is the key point in modeling the
observable of computed answers. For instance, in the original program,
the expression id(Z) narrows to 0 with computed answer {Z/0}. This is
perfectly captured by the semantics of [4] illustrated above, whereas it could
not be inferred from the more “compact semantics” just containing id(X) 7→
X. However, the exuberance in the semantics of [4] is not interesting or
admissible for the purposes of this paper, which is modeling the (value or
normal form) meaning of every expression in a pure functional language that
can be given a rewriting semantics such as Maude [10] or Haskell [38]. In
this paper, we are not interested in modeling computed answers.
To manifest tangibly the degree of compactness of our semantics, we
present the experimental results obtained by a proof–of–concept implementation. The benchmarks show that our compact semantics is a suitable basis
for the development of efficient automatic program analyzers and debuggers.
Plan of the paper The paper is organized as follows. We present some
preliminary notions in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce a compression
mechanism that is based on the removal of every element that is a “rewriting consequence” of other elements in the semantics. In other words, the
compact semantics is obtained by collecting only a representative set of the
“most general” rewriting sequences. In order to support fixpoint computations, an effective “decompression” mechanism is also formalized, which
is able to retrieve the original semantics from the compact one when it is
needed (e.g. for membership test). In Section 4, we associate a (continuous)
immediate consequence operator TBT,R to a program R that allows us to derive the compact semantics. Similarly to [1, 4], the immediate consequence
operator TBT,R is computed by narrowing, which provides the most general
rewriting sequences, and we ascertain the conditions that ensure that the
operator is effectively computable. Then, we prove the soundness and completeness of our semantics w.r.t. the natural big-step rewriting semantics
for some particular classes of TRSs. In Section 5 we present a prototypical
implementation of a tool that computes (finite approximations of) the compressed semantics, together with some experimental evaluations. Finally,
Section 6 concludes.
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2

Preliminaries

Let us briefly recall some known results about rewrite systems [5, 39].
Throughout this paper, V denotes a countably infinite set of variables and
Σ denotes a finite set of function symbols, or signature, each of which has a
fixed associated arity. T (Σ, V) and T (Σ) denote the non-ground and ground
term algebra built on Σ ∪ V and Σ, respectively. Terms T (Σ, V) are viewed
as labelled trees in the usual way. Positions are represented by sequences
of natural numbers denoting an access path in a term. The top or root
position is denoted by . Given S ⊆ Σ ∪ V, OS (t) denotes the set of positions of a term t that are rooted by symbols or variables in S. O{f } (t) with
f ∈ Σ ∪ V is simply denoted by Of (t). t|p is the subterm at the position
p of t. t[s]p is the term t with the subterm at the position p replaced with
term s. Syntactic equality of two terms t and s is represented by t = s. By
Var (s), we denote the set of variables occurring in the syntactic object s.
A fresh variable is a variable that appears nowhere else. A linear term is a
term where every variable occurs only once.
A substitution is a mapping from the set of variables V into the set
of terms T (Σ, V), which differs from the identity only for a finite set of
variables. A substitution is represented as {x1 /t1 , . . . , xn /tn } for variables
x1 , . . . , xn and terms t1 , . . . , tn . The empty substitution is denoted by id. The
application of substitution θ to term t is denoted by tθ. The composition of
substitutions θ and σ, denoted by θσ, satisfies t(θσ) = (tθ)σ. A substitution
θ is more general than σ, denoted by θ ≤ σ, if σ = θγ for some substitution
γ. We write θ|`s to denote the restriction of the substitution θ to the set
of variables in the syntactic object s. A renaming is a substitution σ for
which there exists the inverse σ −1 , such that σσ −1 = σ −1 σ = id. A unifier
of terms s and t is a substitution ϑ such that sϑ = tϑ. The most general
unifier of terms s and t, denoted by mgu(s, t), is a unifier θ such that for
each other unifier θ0 , θ ≤ θ0 .
A term rewriting system R (TRS for short) is a pair (Σ, R), where R is
a finite set of reduction (or rewrite) rule schemes of the form l → r such
that l, r ∈ T (Σ, V), l 6∈ V, and Var (r) ⊆ Var (l). We will often write just
R instead of (Σ, R). For TRS R, l → r << R denotes that l → r is a new
variant of a rule in R such that l → r contains only fresh variables, i.e., it
contains no variable previously met during any computation (standardized
apart). We say that a TRS R is left–linear (right–linear ) if the left–hand
(right–hand) side of any rule l → r ∈ R is a linear term. We say that the
TRS R is linear if it is left and right–linear.
A TRS R is called topmost if, for every term t, all rewritings on t are performed at the root position of t. Although topmost TRSs are not commonly
used in term rewriting, they are relevant in programming languages. For
instance, in Haskell [37] or Maude [10], rewrite rules can be defined so that
the type (or sort) information forces rewrites to happen only at the top of
7

terms. In Maude, it is also possible to introduce freezing specifications that
block rewrites at any proper subterm position. Actually, many concurrent
systems of interest, including the vast majority of distributed algorithms,
admit quite natural topmost specifications [33]. In an unsorted setting like
ours, topmost TRSs are only those that do not contain any function symbol
whose arity is greater than 0 (that is, all rules have the form a → b).
Given a TRS R = (Σ, R), we assume that the signature Σ is partitioned
into two disjoint sets D := {f | f (t1 , . . . , tn ) → r ∈ R} and C := Σ \ D.
Symbols in C are called constructors and symbols in D are called defined
symbols or functions. The elements of T (C, V) are called constructor terms.
A pattern is a term of the form f (d1 , . . . , dk ) where f ∈ D and d1 , . . . , dk
are constructor terms. We say that a TRS is a constructor term rewriting
system (CS for short) if the left–hand sides of R are patterns.
A rewrite step is the application of a rewrite rule to an expression. A
term s ∈ T (Σ, V) rewrites to a term t ∈ T (Σ, V), denoted by s →R t, if
there exist p ∈ OΣ (s), l → r <
< R, and substitution σ such that s|p = lσ and
t = s[rσ]p . When we want to emphasize the position p where a rewriting
p
step has taken place, we write s →R t. When we want to emphasize that
the position q where a rewriting step has taken place is greater than some
>p
position p, we write s →R t.
For substitutions σ, ρ and a set of variables V , we define σ|`V → ρ|`V if
there is x ∈ V such that xσ → xρ and for all other y ∈ V we have yσ = yρ.
A term s is a normal form w.r.t. R (or simply a normal form), if there is
no term t such that s →R t. We denote the transitive and reflexive closure of
→R by →∗R . We write s →!R t whenever s →∗R t with t being a normal form.
A TRS R is terminating (also called strongly normalizing or noetherian) if
there are no infinite reduction sequences t1 →R t2 →R . . . In other words,
every reduction sequence eventually ends in a normal form. A TRS R is
confluent if, whenever t →∗R s1 and t →∗R s2 , there exists a term w s.t.
s1 →∗R w and s2 →∗R w. A substitution σ is normalized if, for each x ∈ V,
xσ is a normal form.
Two (possibly renamed) rules l → r and l0 → r0 overlap, if there is a nonvariable position p ∈ OΣ (l) and a most-general unifier σ such that l|p σ = l0 σ.
The pair h(l[r0 ]p )σ, rσi is called a critical pair and is also called an overlay
if p = . A critical pair ht, si is trivial if t = s. A left-linear TRS without
critical pairs is called orthogonal. A left-linear TRS where its critical pairs
are trivial overlays is called almost orthogonal. Note that orthogonality and
almost orthogonality of a TRS R implies confluence of →R .
Given a TRS R = (Σ, R), the set of normal forms of R is denoted by
nf R , and the set of constructor terms (or values) of R is denoted by evalR .
Membership in any of these two sets is decidable. When no confusion can
arise, we omit the subscript R. A different but also relevant set of terms
is the set of all possible reducts of R, which is denoted by redR = {s ∈
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T (Σ, V) | t ∈ T (Σ, V), t →∗R s}. Membership in redR is also decidable.
In this paper, we are also interested in rigid normal forms [3].

2.1

Narrowing and Rigid Normal Forms

Narrowing is a generalization of term rewriting that allows free variables in
terms (as in logic programming). In contrast to term rewriting, the lefthand side of a rule is unified with the subterm under evaluation in order
to (non-deterministically) reduce this term. Narrowing was originally introduced as a mechanism for solving equational unification problems [20] and
then generalized to solve the more general problem of symbolic reachability
[33]. Since narrowing subsumes both rewriting and SLD-resolution, it is
complete in the sense of functional programming (computation of normal
forms) as well as logic programming (computation of answers); see [22, 23]
for a survey. That is, under appropriate conditions, narrowing is able to
find “more general” solutions for the variables of terms s and t, such that s
rewrites to t in R in a number of steps.
Formally, a term s ∈ T (Σ, V) narrows to t ∈ T (Σ, V), denoted by
s ;θ,R t (or simply s ;θ t) if there exist p ∈ OΣ (s), l → r << R, and
substitution θ such that θ = mgu(s|p , l) and t = s[r]p θ. When we want to
emphasize the position p where a narrowing step has taken place, we write
p
p
s ;θ,R t (or simply s ;θ t). A narrowing derivation for t in R with a (partially computed) answer substitution θ is defined by t ;∗θ,R t0 iff ∃θ1 , . . . , θn
s.t. t ;θ1 . . . ;θn t0 and θ = (θ1 · · · θn )|`t . We say that the derivation has
length n.
Example 2.1
Consider the following TRS RSUM := {0 + Y → Y, s(X) + Y → s(X + Y)}.
The goal X + Y can be narrowed by instantiating X to either 0 or s(X0 ) in
order to apply, respectively, the first or second rewrite rule:
X + Y ;{X/0} Y
X + Y ;{X/s(X0 )} s(X0 + Y)
Note that the last expression s(X0 + Y) can be further narrowed. Actually,
there is an infinite number of narrowing sequences
s(X0 + Y) ;∗{X0 /0} s(Y)
s(X0 + Y) ;∗{X0 /s(0)} s(s(Y))
s(X0 + Y) ;∗{X0 /s(s(0))} s(s(s(Y)))
..
.
For the reachability problem ∃X, Y s.t. X + Y →∗ s(Y), narrowing delivers
the answer substitution {X/s(0)}.
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Strong reachability–completeness of narrowing (i.e., completeness w.r.t.
not necessarily normalized solutions) means that for every solution to a
reachability goal, a more general solution (modulo R) is computed by narrowing. In the reachability setting, where confluence cannot be assumed,
this means that, for each pair t, t0 ∈ T (Σ, V) and substitution ρ such that
tρ →∗R t0 , there are substitutions η, ρ0 , θ and a term t00 ∈ T (Σ, V) such that
t ;∗η,R t00 , ρ|`t →∗R ρ0 , ρ0 = (ηθ)|`t , and t0 = t00 θ. In other words, there is a
reduct ρ0 of solution ρ such that ρ0 is a (syntactic) instance of the substitution η computed by narrowing. In [33], strong reachability–completeness is
proved to hold only in particular classes of TRS:
1. topmost TRSs and
2. right–linear TRSs (restricted to linear input terms).
The terminology “complete TRSs” is used in [27, 29, 34] to refer to the
well-known class of TRSs where narrowing is complete as a procedure for
solving equations (namely the class of confluent and terminating TRSs).
The following definition adapts this idea to the reachability setting.
Definition 2.2 (Reachability–complete TRS) A TRS R is reachability–complete iff narrowing is strongly reachability–complete for R.
Let us now introduce the notion of rigid normal form (rnf), which is
the most important ingredient in Section 4.2.3 for effectively computing
a compact semantics by deploying narrowing computations. Actually, we
will only collect in the denotation semantic rules whose right-hand sides
(RHSs) are rigid normal forms, since narrowing terminates for wide classes
of TRSs where the RHSs of the rewrite rules satisfy this condition (see [3]
and Corollary 4.9 below).
Definition 2.3 (Rigid normal form [3]) Given a TRS R = (Σ, R), a
term s is a rigid normal form (rnf) if there is no substitution θ and position
p
p such that s ;θ,R t.
Note that the notion of rigid normal form (rnf) is stronger than the
standard notion of (rewriting) normal form but can still be easily decided
by simply checking that no subterm of the considered term unifies with the
left-hand side (LHS) of any rule in R.
Example 2.4
Consider the TRS RID of Example 1.3, and let R0ID := RID − {id(X) → X},
i.e., R0ID = {id(0) → 0, id(s(X)) → s(id(X))}. The term id(X) is not a
normal form of RID , whereas it is a normal form of R0ID . However, id(X)
is not a rigid normal form of R0ID , since it can be unified with id(0) and
id(s(Y)).
Nevertheless, if we add to the signature of R0ID a fresh unary constructor
symbol c, then the term id(c(Y)) (which happens to be an instance of
10

id(X)) is a normal form as well as a rigid normal form.
The set of rigid normal forms of R is denoted by rnf R . Actually, evalR ⊆
rnf R ⊆ nf R ⊆ redR . Note that when we restrict ourselves to ground terms,
normal and rigid normal forms coincide, i.e., nf R ∩ T (Σ) = rnf R ∩ T (Σ).

3

A compact, goal-independent rewriting semantics

A compact rewriting semantics that is goal-independent should ideally include only semantic rules for expressions rooted by a “defined” symbol and
“relevant” arguments. Essentially, our semantics is based on the idea of
collecting only those (unfolded) rules that are not a rewriting consequence
of other elements in the semantics; in other words, the compact semantics
is obtained by collecting only a representative set of the “most general”
rewriting sequences. As in the Ω–semantics of [8] and the narrowing–based
computed answers semantics of [4] recalled above, we need to introduce
variables in the denotation instead of collecting the meaning of ground expressions. This allows us to see the semantics (when it might be convenient)
as a “more efficient program” where it is still possible to run any input
expression.
Example 3.1
Consider again the TRS RINC of Example 1.1. A naı̈ve, non–ground semantics for this program can be obtained by selecting the following elements from
the big–step semantics:
{inc(sn (t)) 7→ sn+1 (t), plus2(sn (t)) 7→ sn+2 (t) | n ≥ 0, t ∈ {0,X}}.
However, we prefer the “most compact” one
{inc(X) 7→ s(X), plus2(X) 7→ s(s(X))},
which still captures the meaning of ground input expressions.
The problem of computing a highly compact representation for the semantics is far from trivial. Obviously, the naı̈ve solution based on starting from the (generally infinite) coarse semantics, and then trying to filter out all redundant semantic rules (e.g. by developing program optimization/synthesis techniques to infer “most general rules”) is not an option.
The alternative solution to start from the original rewrite rules and specialize them by rewriting-based, folding/unfolding transformations might end
up in undesired, infinite computations without redundancy being removed.
Examples are shown below where the intended compact semantics could not
11

be obtained by using this methodology. In the following, we effectively define a suitable compact semantics for TRSs in the fixpoint style. Unlike the
big-step semantics, ours is truly “goal-independent”.

3.1

Rewriting Consequences

Given a signature Σ, we denote by WΣ the set of all possible semantic
rules (up to renaming) built with the elements of Σ, i.e., WΣ = {t 7→ s |
t, s ∈ T (Σ, V)}/≡ where ≡ is the variance relation extended to semantic
rules, i.e., (t 7→ s) ≡ (t0 7→ s0 ) iff there exists a renaming substitution ρ s.t.
(t 7→ s)ρ = t0 7→ s0 . We simply write W when no confusion about Σ can
arise.
In the following, any I ⊆ W is implicitly considered as an arbitrary
set of semantic rules obtained by choosing an arbitrary representative of
the elements of I in the equivalence class generated by ≡. Actually, in the
following, all the operators that we use on W are also independent of the
choice of the representative. Therefore, we can define any operator on W in
terms of its counterpart defined on sets of semantic rules, and denote the
corresponding operators by the same name.
In order to be as general as possible, we will use a family of reference
(ground) big-step rewriting semantics for a TRS R, parametric on a set
BT of terms known as blocking terms, where BT ∈ {evalR , rnf R , nf R , redR }.
They model different (relevant) “rewriting behaviors” (often also called observable properties) which are properties that can be observed in the computation space (behavior) of R. Our goal is to define suitable families of
(compressed) goal-independent semantics that are correct w.r.t. these behaviors.
Definition 3.2 (Ground big-step behaviour) Given a TRS R and a
set BT of blocking terms, the ground big-step semantics BBT (R) of R w.r.t.
BT is
∗
BBT (R) := {s 7→ t ∈ W | s ∈ T (Σ), s →R t, t ∈ BT }.

(3.1)

Note that Beval (R) ⊆ Brnf (R) = Bnf (R) ⊆ Bred (R).
In the case of TRSs and functional programs, all the BT sets introduced
above can be relevant but lead to different standard rewriting semantics.
For instance, Bnf (R) is the big-step semantics of term rewriting systems
whereas Beval (R) corresponds to the standard big-step semantics associated
to functional programs. Actually, normal forms are not necessarily the interesting results of functional computations [23], as the following example
shows.
Example 3.3
Consider the TRS R := {head(cons(X,Y)) → X}, which returns the first
element of a non-empty list. Then, a (rigid) normal form like “head(nil)” is
12

usually considered to be an error rather than a result. Actually, Haskell [38]
reports an error for evaluating the term “head(nil)” rather than delivering
the (rigid) normal form “head(nil)”.
Let us stress that values are not necessarily the interesting results of TRS
computations and, thus, in the sequel we want to develop semantics that
can tackle both the values and rigid normal form cases.
As we have already shown, even when collecting a subset of all possible
rewritings (e.g. only those rewritings leading to a value or normal form), we
still keep many “useless” elements that produce redundant information and
cause useless overhead3 . These elements arise as a natural consequence of
the main “compositional” properties of rewriting:
stability i.e., the property of being closed under substitution: s →R t
implies sσ →R tσ, for every substitution σ, and
replacement i.e., the compatibility with contexts: t →R s implies u[t]p →R
u[s]p , for all u and p.
When we additionally consider the transitivity of rewriting, we have the
notion of a sequence t →∗R s implied by the demonstration of several sequences v1 →∗R v10 , . . . , vk →∗R vk0 . For instance, for the TRS RINC of Example 1.1, we have that inc(plus2(s(0))) →∗R s(s(s(s(0)))) is implied
by inc(X) →R s(X) and plus2(X) →R inc(inc(X)) →R inc(s(X)) →R
s(s(X)).
The key idea of the paper is to build a compact semantics by collecting
only those rules (unfolded by narrowing) that are not a rewriting consequence
of other rules in the semantics.
Definition 3.4 (Rewriting consequence) Given R ⊆ W, we say that
the semantic rule t 7→ s ∈ W is a rewriting consequence of R, denoted by
R ` (t 7→ s), if t rewrites to s in R in a finite number of steps. Note that
the denotation element t 7→ t with t ∈ T (Σ, V) is implied by any set R of
rules.
This definition is easily extended to sets, i.e., R ` I if for each t 7→ s ∈ I,
R ` t 7→ s.
Example 3.5
Consider again the TRS RSUM of Example 2.1. Some examples of rewriting
consequences are
{0 + Y 7→ Y} ` s(0 + s(0 + X)) 7→ s(s(X))
3

For a goal-dependent semantics that collects the meaning of a set of main calls, the
redundancy of the semantics might be less harmful. However, the compression can still
bring significant improvement, since we keep only the “most general” calls rather than all
of them.
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{0 + Y 7→ Y} ` s(0 + s(0 + X)) 7→ s(0 + s(X))
Some negative examples are
{0 + Y 7→ Y} /̀ (X + 0) + 0 7→ X
{0 + Y 7→ Y} /̀ s(X + 0) 7→ s(X)
as X + 0 cannot be rewritten in any way.
In order to achieve a compact version of the semantics based on “more
general” rules (with variables), we introduce a non-ground generalization of
our big-step rewriting semantics as the basis.
Definition 3.6 (Non-ground big-step behaviour) Given a TRS R
V (R)
and a set BT of blocking terms, the non–ground big-step semantics BBT
of R w.r.t. BT is
V
∗
BBT (R) := {s 7→ t ∈ W | s ∈ T (Σ, V), s →R t, t ∈ BT }.

(3.2)

V (R) ⊆ V (R) ⊆ V (R) ⊆ V (R).
Note that Beval
Brnf
Bnf
Bred

In the following, we show how to build the compact (“zipped”) denotation of the rewriting semantics of a TRS R by getting rid of superfluous
V (R).
rewriting consequences found in the (non-ground) semantics BBT

3.2

Zip and unzip operators

In this section we introduce the operators zip/unzip that we will use to
compress/decompress denotations.
Definition 3.7 (unzip and zip operations) Given I ⊆ W, we define the
set of rewriting consequences of I as
unzip(I) := {r ∈ W | I ` r}.

(3.3)

We say that I is closed under rewriting consequences (or, more briefly,
unzipped) whenever unzip(I) = I.
Conversely, we define the non-redundant subset of I as
zip(I) := {r ∈ I | I − {r} /̀ r}.

(3.4)

We say that I is zipped whenever zip(I) = I.
Roughly speaking, zip(I) throws away all “redundant elements” of I.
Let us illustrate the above definition by means of an example.
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Example 3.8
Consider again the TRS RID and RSUM of Examples 1.3 and 2.1, respectively. We have
V

Bred (RID ) = unzip(RID )
V
V
V
Bnf (RID ) = Brnf (RID ) = Beval (RID )
= unzip({id(X) 7→ X}) ∩ (T (Σ, V) × nf)
V

Bred (RSUM ) = unzip(RSUM )
V

V

Brnf (RSUM ) = Beval (RSUM )
= unzip({sn (0) + X 7→ sn (X) | n ≥ 0})
∩ (T (Σ, V)×rnf)
V
V
V
zip(Beval
(RID )) = zip(Brnf
(RID )) = zip(Bnf
(RID )) = {id(X) 7→ X}
V
zip(Bnf
(RSUM )) = RSUM
V
V
zip(Beval
(RSUM )) = zip(Brnf
(RSUM ))
n
= {s (0) + X 7→ sn (X) | n ≥ 0}
V (R
V
V
Note that Bnf
SUM ) 6= Brnf (RSUM ) because X + Y 7→ X + Y ∈ Bnf (RSUM )
but X + Y is not a rigid normal form.

Usually zip(I) ` I but, unfortunately, there are some “pathological” circumstances when the zip operator removes more elements than the necessary, in
the sense that the result is no longer able to regenerate the argument (i.e.,
zip(I) /̀ I). This may happen, for instance, when I has mutually recursive
rewriting dependencies.
Example 3.9
Consider the TRS R := {a → b, b → c, c → a} and the set I := {a 7→ a,
a 7→ b, a 7→ c, b 7→ a, b 7→ b, b 7→ c, c 7→ a, c 7→ b, c 7→ c}. Note that
V (R). We have zip(I) = ∅, since I has “circular dependencies”, in
I = Bred
the sense that every semantic rule in I is a rewriting consequence of the
others, i.e., ∀t 7→ s ∈ I, I − {t 7→ s} ` t 7→ s.
In the following, we restrict our interest to compactable denotations,
i.e., sets that maintain all the relevant rewriting consequences under zip.
In Appendix B we study the general case where interpretations are not
necessarily compactable.
Definition 3.10 (Compactable Denotation) We say that I ⊆ W is compactable if zip(I) ` I.
Note that any zipped set is compactable, while unzipped ones may not (as
shown in Example 3.9).
Now, we state some general properties of zip and unzip.
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Proposition 3.11 Let I, I 0 ⊆ W be sets of rules.
1. unzip and zip are idempotent, i.e., unzip(unzip(I)) = unzip(I) and
zip(zip(I)) = zip(I).
2. unzip is monotone w.r.t. ⊆, i.e., I ⊆ I 0 =⇒ unzip(I) ⊆ unzip(I 0 ).
3. unzip is extensive w.r.t. ⊆, i.e., I ⊆ unzip(I).
4. zip is reductive w.r.t. ⊆, i.e., zip(I) ⊆ I.
5. zip(unzip(I)) = zip(I).
6. zip(unzip) is reductive w.r.t. ⊆, i.e., zip(unzip(I)) ⊆ I.
7. zip(unzip(zip(I))) = zip(I).
8. zip(I) is compactable.
9. I is compactable if and only if unzip(I) is compactable.
Moreover if I is compactable
10. I ⊆ unzip(zip(I)).
11. unzip(zip(unzip(I))) = unzip(I).
Proof. Points 1, 3 and 4 are straightforward. Point 2 is immediate, since
the rewriting relation for I is included in the rewriting relation for I 0 , i.e.,
→I ⊆→I 0 .
For Point 5, first observe that if I ⊆ I 0 and ∀e ∈ I 0 \ I, I ` e, then
zip(I) = zip(I 0 ). We have that, by Point 3, I ⊆ unzip(I), and thus, zip(I) =
zip(unzip(I)) by the property we have just observed.
Point 6 is immediate, by applying Point 5 first, and then Point 4.
For Point 7, we have that, by Point 5, zip(zip(I)) = zip(unzip(zip(I))).
We conclude that zip(I) = zip(unzip(zip(I))) by Point 1.
For Point 8, we have that, by Point 1, zip(zip(I)) = zip(I) ` zip(I).
For Point 9, if unzip(I) is compactable, then, by definition, zip(unzip(I)) `
unzip(I). By Point 5, zip(I) = zip(unzip(I)). Thus zip(I) ` unzip(I) ⊇ I.
Vice versa, if I is compactable, then zip(I) ` I and by Point 5 zip(unzip(I)) =
zip(I). Thus, zip(unzip(I)) ` I ` unzip(I).
For Point 10, for e ∈ I we have that, by hypothesis, zip(I) ` e. Thus,
by Definition 3.7, e ∈ unzip(zip(I)).
For Point 11, we have, by Point 10, that unzip(I) ⊆ unzip(zip(unzip(I))).
Moreover, by Point 4, zip(unzip(I)) ⊆ unzip(I) and thus, by Point 2,
unzip(zip(unzip(I))) ⊆ unzip(unzip(I)).
Hence, by Point 1,
unzip(zip(unzip(I))) ⊆ unzip(I).
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Observation 3.12 There is an isomorphism between the class of zipped sets
and the class of compactable unzipped sets. Indeed, let us consider the class
of zipped sets zW := {Z ⊆ W | Z = zip(Z)} and the class of compactable
unzipped sets ucW := {U ⊆ W | U is compactable, U = unzip(U )}. By
Point 8, zW contains only compactable sets. Then, zip and unzip are inverse
functions on these classes, since by Point 7 it holds that for all Z ∈ zW,
zip(unzip(Z)) = Z, and by Point 11 for all U ∈ ucW, unzip(zip(U )) = U .
Note that, though unzip is monotone w.r.t. ⊆ (Point 2 of Proposition 3.11), zip is neither monotone nor anti-monotone w.r.t. ⊆, as shown
in the following example.
Example 3.13
Consider the TRSs RID and R0ID of Example 2.4. Then, we have that
V (R0 ) = V (R ) − {id(X) 7→ X} whereas
Beval
Beval ID
Beval (R0ID ) = Beval (RID ).
ID
However, the compressed sets
V
(RID )) = {id(X) 7→ X}
zip(Beval
V
(R0ID )) = {id(sk (0)) 7→ sk (0) | k ≥ 0}
zip(Beval

are not contained in each other.
In the following, we show that, the higher a BT set is in the chain evalR ⊆
rnf R ⊆ nf R ⊆ redR , the less effectiveness it provides when compacting the
corresponding denotation.

3.3

Relevant observables

In this section, we show that only the observables modeled by evalR and
rnf R are serviceable in computing compact semantics. This claim is based
on the following points, explained in detail below:
V (R) and
V (R) are not useful when we look for
1. The semantics Bred
Bnf
a compact denotation that is computationally “richer” and “faster”
than R itself.
V (R) and V (R) are compactable.
2. The semantics Beval
Brnf

Let us first show that the semantics of reducts of a TRS is ineffective,
in the sense that its compression delivers (a subset of) the TRS itself as
compressed semantics. This can still have the advantage of removing some
“redundant rules” in some cases, but it generally implies that no speedV (R), since it is almost
up is possible by “computing” in the semantics Bred
equivalent to rewriting with the original set of rewrite rules. Being able
to move as much computation as possible in the semantics is particularly
relevant for Abstract Interpretation, since it reduces the total amount of
abstract iteration steps needed to compute the fixpoint approximation and
also improves the precision of the induced abstract semantics.
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V (R) is compactable,
Proposition 3.14 Given a TRS R s.t. Bred
V (R) and
• unzip(R) = Bred
V
• zip(Bred (R)) ⊆ R.
V (R)) = R.
If we additionally require R to be orthogonal, then zip(Bred

Proof. By Definition 3.7, unzip(R) = {r ∈ W | R ` r} = {s 7→ t ∈ W | s ∈
V (R) = {s 7→ t ∈ W |
T (Σ, V), s →∗R t, t ∈ red}, and by Definition 3.6, Bred
∗
V (R).
s ∈ T (Σ, V), s →R t, t ∈ red}. Thus, it is proved that unzip(R) = Bred
V
V (R))
We prove zip(Bred (R)) ⊆ R by contradiction. Take t 7→ s ∈ zip(Bred
and assume that t 7→ s 6∈ R (modulo renaming). Since t →∗R s, ∃k ≥ 1,
l1 → r1 , . . . , lk → rk ∈ R, and u1 , . . . , uk−1 ∈ T (Σ, V) s.t. t →l1 →r1
u1 · · · uk−1 →lk →rk s. Given L = {l1 7→ r1 , . . . , lk 7→ rk }, L ` t 7→ s. But we
V (R) and thus V (R) ` t 7→ s. Since t 7→ s 6∈ R, we have
have that L ⊆ Bred
Bred
V (R) − {t 7→ s} ` t 7→ s, which contradicts that
that t 7→ s 6∈ L and thus Bred
V (R)).
t 7→ s ∈ zip(Bred
V (R)) if R is orthogFinally, we prove by contradiction that R ⊆ zip(Bred
V (R)). Since
onal. Consider l → r ∈ R and assume that l 7→ r 6∈ zip(Bred
V
V
V (R)) `
l 7→ r ∈ Bred (R) and Bred (R) is compactable, we have that zip(Bred
l 7→ r. Note that for any orthogonal set R0 of rules and l0 → r0 ∈ R0 ,
(R0 − {l0 7→ r0 }) /̀ l0 7→ r0 , since the LHS’s of any pair of rules in R0 canV (R)) ⊆ R and
not unify. Then, (R − {l 7→ r}) /̀ l 7→ r and, since zip(Bred
V (R)), we have zip( V (R)) /̀ l 7→ r, which contradicts
l 7→ r 6∈ zip(Bred
Bred
V
zip(Bred (R)) ` l 7→ r.
Let us now show that, for similar reasons, the normal–form semantics is also
pointless.
V (R) is compactable and for
Proposition 3.15 Let R be a TRS where Bnf
V
each rule l → r ∈ R, r ∈ nf. Then, zip(Bnf (R)) ⊆ R. If we additionally
V (R)) = R.
require R to be orthogonal, then zip(Bnf

Proof. The proof is perfectly analogous to the proof of Proposition 3.14 by
V (R).
considering that if for each rule l → r ∈ R, r ∈ nf, then R ⊆ Bnf
Fortunately, since Bnf (R) = Brnf (R), by focusing on the observable rnf R
instead of nf R , we are still able to capture the (ground) normal form observable of R (hence also the values) without degenerating into “useless”
compact representations as above.
V (R) and V (R) are compactable.
Now we prove that Beval
Brnf
V (R) is comLemma 3.16 For BT ∈ {evalR , rnf R }, any subset I ⊆ BBT
pactable.
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Proof. By contradiction. Let us assume that there is t 7→ s ∈ I s.t. zip(I) /̀
t 7→ s. Let I 0 := I −{t 7→ s}. Note that zip(I) /̀ t 7→ s implies t 7→ s 6∈ zip(I)
and, by definition of zip, I 0 ` t 7→ s. Since zip(I) /̀ t 7→ s and I 0 ` t 7→ s,
there is a rewrite sequence α : t →∗I 0 s and a rule t0 7→ s0 ∈ I 0 s.t. zip(I) /̀
t0 7→ s0 and α contains at least one use of rule t0 7→ s0 . Let I 00 := I −{t0 7→ s0 }.
Note that zip(I) /̀ t0 7→ s0 implies t0 7→ s0 6∈ zip(I) and, by definition of zip,
I 00 ` t0 7→ s0 . Indeed, there is a rewrite sequence β : t0 →∗I 00 s0 and we can
replace every occurrence of the rule t0 7→ s0 in the sequence α by β, yielding
a new sequence α0 . Note that β may use rule t 7→ s, since t 7→ s ∈ I 00 . We
now consider whether β uses the rule t 7→ s or not.
1. If β does contain the rule t 7→ s, then there is a “circular dependency”
between t 7→ s and t0 7→ s0 and the length of β must be greater
than 1; otherwise, there is a renaming between t 7→ s and t0 7→ s0
V (R)
but this leads to a contradiction because we consider rules in BBT
different up to renaming. Now, we can replace every occurrence of the
rule t 7→ s in the sequence α0 by α, yielding a new α00 that contains
some occurrences of the rule t 7→ s and this can be repeated infinitely
many times. However, this gives a contradiction because, for BT ∈
V (R) is terminating, i.e., there are
{evalR , rnf R }, any subset A ⊆ BBT
no infinite rewriting sequences using the rules in A.
2. If β does not contain any use of the rule t 7→ s, then, since zip(I) /̀
t0 7→ s0 and I 00 ` t0 7→ s0 , there is a rule t00 7→ s00 ∈ I 00 s.t. zip(I) /̀
t00 7→ s00 and β contains at least one use of rule t00 7→ s00 . Let I 000 :=
I − {t00 7→ s00 }. Note that zip(I) /̀ t00 7→ s00 implies t00 7→ s00 6∈ zip(I)
and, by definition of zip, I 000 ` t00 7→ s00 . Indeed, there is a rewrite
sequence β 0 : t00 →∗I 000 s00 and we can replace every occurrence of the
rule t00 7→ s00 in the sequence α0 by β 0 , yielding a new sequence α00 .
Note that β 0 may use rule t0 7→ s0 , since t0 7→ s0 ∈ I 000 . Then, we can
consider whether β 0 uses the rule t0 7→ s0 or not. The same reasoning
of the whole proof can be repeated again, ending in case 1 or applying
case 2 infinitely many times. If we apply case 2 infinitely many times,
then we have two possibilities: either (i) the resulting sequence after
all those infinitely many replacements is infinite (in length); or (ii) the
resulting sequence after all those infinitely many replacements is finite
(in length).
(i) If the resulting sequence is infinite, then there is a contradiction
V (R) is
because, for BT ∈ {evalR , rnf R }, any subset A ⊆ BBT
terminating, i.e., there are no infinite rewriting sequences using
the rules in A.
(ii) If the resulting sequence is finite, then what happens is that the
successive sequences β can be split into two sets: (a) a finite set
of those successive sequences β whose length is greater than 1
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and (b) an infinite set of those successive sequences β that have
length 1. That is, we consider a step in the sequence of infinitely
many applications of case 2 where we have a sequence α̂ : t →∗Iˆ s
and two rules t̂ 7→ ŝ, t̂0 7→ ŝ0 such that α̂ does not use rule t 7→ s
but uses rule t̂ 7→ ŝ, Iˆ := I − {t̂ 7→ ŝ}, β̂ : t̂ →∗Iˆ ŝ, β contains

at least one use of rule t̂0 7→ ŝ0 , and β̂ has length 1. However,
if we replace t̂ 7→ ŝ in α̂ by β̂, which has length 1, then there
is a substitution ρ such that t̂0 ρ = t̂ and ŝ0 ρ = ŝ. Note that ρ
V (R) that are
cannot be a renaming, since we consider rules in BBT
different up to renaming along the infinitely many applications of
case 2. Finally, there is a contradiction in case (ii) because it is
impossible to keep using rules whose left-hand sides are strictly
more and more general than the previous ones, since we consider
only finite terms in all rewrite sequences.

This result enables Beval (R) and Brnf (R) as the semantics of choice for
compression-based optimization techniques.

4

The compressed semantics

In this section, we define the compact goal-independent semantics for functional programs in the fixpoint style. First, we formalize our semantic domain. We do this by:
1. taking the most compact (i.e., zipped) representations of W, and
2. providing these sets with an adequate ordering.

4.1

The Semantic Domain

V (R) are closed under rewritIt is easy to see that semantics BBT (R) and BBT
ing consequences for BT ∈ {evalR , rnf R } (Definition 3.7). Thus (P(W), ⊆)
is certainly an overabundant candidate as semantic domain, as it contains
many sets which cannot be the semantics of a TRS. Thus let us restrict our
attention to sets closed under rewriting consequences, i.e., to the domain
S := {I ⊆ W | unzip(I) = I}4 ordered by set inclusion. S(⊆, ∪, ∩, ∅, W) is a
complete lattice.
However, as already argued before, any S ∈ S contains several redundant
semantic equations, which can be removed by using zip. Actually, for all semantics S of interest (i.e., S = BBT (R) for some R and BT ∈ {evalR , rnf R }),
zip(S) contains all the relevant information of S because, by Lemma 3.16
and Point 11 of Proposition 3.11, unzip(zip(S)) = S. Hence zip(S) can be
4
Note that, by idempotence of unzip, for any set I ⊆ W, the set unzip(I) is closed
under rewriting consequences, i.e., unzip(unzip(I)) = unzip(I). Thus S is just the image
of P(W) by unzip, in symbols S = {unzip(I) | I ⊆ W}.
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taken as the “canonical” (compact) representative of any set that is one
possible semantics of interest.
In other words, zipped sets can be considered as “smart” representations
of their own closure under rewriting consequences (which is a “natural”
semantics), where we filter out one (useless) “infinite dimension”. Even
if this is not a breakthrough from a purely theoretical semantics point of
view, it does matter for applications of this semantics (as we have argued
before). Thus, we are going to use only zipped sets: the denotation of a TRS
(program) will be a zipped set of semantic rules, whose unzipping allows us
to recover the original natural semantics.
Example 4.1
Consider RID and RSUM of Examples 1.3 and 2.1. The semantics
V
zip(Brnf
(RID )) = {id(X) 7→ X}
V (R ) and the semantics
is the canonical representative of Brnf
ID
V
zip(Brnf
(RSUM )) = {sn (0) + X 7→ sn (X) | n ≥ 0}
V (R
is the canonical representative of Brnf
SUM ).

Zipped sets can be ordered trivially by using the underlying set inclusion
order of the represented closures. Now we are ready to define the semantic
domain C.
Definition 4.2 (Semantic Domain) A rule-based interpretation I is a
zipped set of semantic rules.
The semantic domain C is the set of rule-based interpretations {zip(I) |
I ∈ S} ordered by
A v B := unzip(A) ⊆ unzip(B).

(4.1)

Note that C = {zip(I) | I ⊆ W}5 and, by idempotence of zip, ∀I ∈
C, zip(I) = I. Thus C is the set of zipped sets in W.
The proof that v is an order is straightforward. Moreover note that, by
monotonicity of unzip, v is implied by ⊆, i.e., for all A, A0 ∈ C, if A ⊆ A0
then A v A0 .
Given I ⊆ W, consider I 0 = zip(I) and U := unzip(I). By Points 5 and 1 of Proposition 3.11, zip(U ) = I 0 . Thus I 0 ∈ C. The vice versa is straightforward, as S ⊂ P(W).
5
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4.2

Denotational (Fixpoint) Semantics

We can give a fixpoint characterization of our semantics by means of the
following narrowing–based, immediate consequence operator.
Definition 4.3 (Immediate Consequence Operator) Let R := (Σ, R)
be a TRS, BT ∈ {evalR , rnf R }, and I ∈ C. The immediate consequence
operator is defined as:

TBT,R (I ) := zip {lθ 7→ u | l→r ∈ R, r ;∗θ,I u, u ∈ BT }
(4.2)
Let us explain the meaning of this definition. Equation (4.2) “unfolds”
(by using narrowing) the RHS r of a rule l → r with the interpretation I
and then zip takes care of removing inessential new contributes6 . This plays
several roles.
1. For the case when r is unnarrowable, it provides the initial blocks for
constructing the semantics. For instance, for BT = rnf and the TRS
RID of Example 1.3, we obtain the semantic rule id(X) 7→ X as an
initial semantic block. Note that the rule id(0) 7→ 0 is also obtained
as an initial semantic block but is dropped by the zip operation.
2. It allows us to obtain semantic rules from program rules containing nested calls in their RHSs. Following the example, we obtain
the semantic rule id(s(X)) → s(X) by unfolding the program rule
id(s(X)) → s(id(X)) w.r.t. id(X) 7→ X. Then, incidentally, this rule
is also removed by the zip operation.
3. It also speeds up the process of generating consequences, as we (potentially) use all previously computed semantic rules collected in I to
“unfold” the right-hand sides of the rules.7
It is worth noting that we perform narrowing w.r.t. I , but the test for
membership in BT is done with R instead of I . This is very important, since
we do not want to include useless temporary semantic rules while producing
the semantics. This is also important in another sense: we do not need to
care about the termination and completeness of narrowing for R but for
I instead. The advantage is that the rules of I have the very beneficial
shape of a rigid normal form in their right–hand sides, which allows us
6

Note that, as we will prove in the following, the set of unfoldings produced by narrowing is always finite. Thus the zip operator can be effectively implemented by just checking
each equation against all the others.
7
This is particularly relevant for Abstract Interpretation, since it involves using the join
operation of the abstract domain at each iteration in parallel onto all components of rules
instead of using several subsequent applications for all components. This has a twofold
benefit. On one side, it speeds up convergence of the abstract fixpoint computation. On
the other side, it considerably improves precision.
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to apply the results in [3] to guarantee that narrowing terminates and is
reachability–complete w.r.t. I . This essentially requires the following two
conditions: right–rnf and left–plain TRSs.
Definition 4.4 (Right–rnf TRS [3]) A TRS is called right–rnf if the
right-hand side of every rule in R is a rnf.
Example 4.5
The TRS R = {pk(K,sk(K,X)) → X, sk(K,pk(K,X)) → X}, which contains
the protocol cancellation rules for public encryption/decryption, is trivially
right-rnf; the symbol pk is used for public key encryption and the symbol
sk for private key encryption.
Definition 4.6 (left–plain TRS [3]) A TRS R is called left–plain if every non-ground strict subterm of the left–hand side of every rule of R is a
rigid normal form.
Roughly speaking, left–plain TRSs [3] are a generalization of the left–flat
TRSs of [9] (i.e., each argument of the left–hand side of a rewrite rule is
either a variable or a ground term).
Example 4.7
The TRS R = {X + X → 0, X + 0 → X, (0 + 0) + h(X) → h(X)}, defining
a specialized version of the xor operator used in many security protocols
[13, 14], is left–plain. The symbol h is constructor; it might represent e.g.
the hash of a message.
Example 4.8
The semantics given in Examples 1.3 and 3.1, seen as a TRS, are left–plain.
The rule pk(K,sk(K,X)) 7→ X of Example 4.5 is not left-plain, since the
non–ground subterm sk(K,X) is not a rnf.
Corollary 4.9 (Termination of narrowing [3]) Let I be a right-rnfTRS
which is either
1. right–linear;
2. confluent and left–plain; or
3. topmost.
Then, every narrowing derivation issuing from any term in I terminates.
In the case of Point 1, the termination only holds for linear input terms.
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Example 4.10
Consider the following TRS RINS := {insertNC(X,cons(Y,Z)) →
cons(Y,insertNC(X,Z)), insertNC(X,Z) → cons(X,Z)}. Note that RINS
is right–linear and non–confluent. The zipped semantics is
V (R
zip(Beval
INS )) =
{insertNC(X,Z) 7→ cons(X,Z),
insertNC(X,cons(Y,Z)) 7→ cons(Y,cons(X,Z)),
insertNC(X,cons(Y1,cons(Y2,Z))) 7→ cons(Y1,cons(Y2,cons(X,Z))),
...}

By Corollary 4.9, every narrowing derivation in any finite subset of
V (R
zip(Beval
INS )) terminates. Note that narrowing does not terminate in
RINS , but we do not require this property for our results.
4.2.1

Denotation-compact TRSs

Termination of narrowing in a particular class of rule–based interpretations,
together with the completeness of narrowing w.r.t. rewriting in such a class,
are essential for ensuring that the TBT,R transformation is effectively computable. The following definition formalizes these requirements. Note that
the right–hand sides of the semantic rules that are obtained by the successive
applications of the immediate consequence operator are rigid normal forms
(or values), which implies that these rules are terminating (w.r.t. rewriting).
Hence, the zip operator is computable, since only finite sets of terminating
rules are generated.
Definition 4.11 (Narrowing-wise Interpretation) Given a rule set J ∈
C, we say that J is narrowing-wise if the following two conditions hold:
1. (strong reachability–completeness of narrowing) Narrowing is strongly
reachability–complete for J .
2. (narrowing termination) There are no infinite narrowing sequences in
J issued from any term.
Definition 4.12 (Denotation-compact TRS) A TRS R is called denotation-compact if TBT,R (I ) is narrowing-wise, for any narrowing-wise interpretation I ∈ C.
The following result is the basis for a useful characterization of denotationcompact TRSs.
Lemma 4.13 Let R be a TRS, and BT ∈ {eval, rnf}. Let I ∈ C s.t.
V (R). If I and R are both either
I ⊆ BBT
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1.
2.
3.
4.

topmost,
confluent,
right–linear, or
left–plain and left–linear;

then TBT,R (I ) is, respectively,
1.
2.
3.
4.

topmost,
confluent,
right–linear, or
left–plain and left–linear.

Proof. For topmost TRSs, the proof is trivial, since any narrowing step is
performed at the top position of every term.
For confluent TRSs, we prove the claim by contradiction. Assume that I
and R are confluent and TBT,R (I ) is not confluent. Given that the RHS of
every rule in TBT,R (I ) is a rnf, there must be two equations t 7→ s and t 7→ s0
in TBT,R (I ) s.t. s 6= s0 . Then, there are two rules l1 → r1 and l2 → r2 in R
and two substitutions σ1 and σ2 such that t = l1 σ1 , t = l2 σ2 , r1 σ1 →∗I s, and
r2 σ2 →∗I s0 . Therefore, we have t →R r1 σ1 →∗R s, and t →R r2 σ2 →∗R s0 ,
which yields to a contradiction, since s and s0 are different rnf’s.
For right-linear TRSs, we just prove that each narrowing application
from a linear term provides a linear term. Let us consider t ;σ,R s using
rule l → r at position p. Since t is linear because is the RHS of a rule in R,
σ(x) = x for each x ∈ Var (t) − Var (t|p ). Then, s = (t[r]p )σ = t[rσ]p and,
since r is linear, s is also linear.
For left-plain, left-linear TRSs, every semantic rule in TBT,R (I ) has the
form lθ 7→ u. Since l is left-plain and I is left-linear, for each binding
(x 7→ u) ∈ θ, u is either ground or a rigid normal form, and the claim
follows straightforwardly.
Lemma 4.14 The following classes of TRSs are denotation-compact:
(i) topmost;
(ii) right-linear;
(iii) confluent, left–linear and left–plain.
Proof. Cases (i) and (ii) and straightforward by Lemma 4.13, Corollary 4.9,
and the strong reachability–completeness of TRSs proved in [33]. For case
(iii), we must also consider that, by Definition 4.3, TBT,R (I ) is a right–rnf
V (R) and BT ∈ {eval, rnf}. Hence T
TRS for I ⊆ BBT
BT,R (I ) is terminating
and the claim follows from the fact that confluent and terminating TRSs
are trivially strong reachability–complete.
Lemma 4.14 implies that, for the considered TRSs, all the iterations
built with TBT,R are narrowing-wise. Note that the previous result is very
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handy, since it applies to many TRSs that are commonly used in rewriting
logic and functional programming:
• topmost TRSs and right–linear TRSs, which fulfill the soundness conditions for narrowing-based reachability analysis [33], and
• (almost) orthogonal TRSs (a subclass of confluent, left–linear and left–
plain TRSs), which fulfill the design conditions of many functional
programming languages such as Haskell.
Example 4.15
The TRSs RID , RSUM , and RINS of Examples 1.3, 2.1 and 4.10 are rightlinear. Thus, by Lemma 4.14, are denotation–compact.
4.2.2

Properties of the Immediate Consequence Operator

In the following, we characterize the properties of the immediate consequence operator in narrowing-wise (rule-based) interpretations and denotation–compact TRSs.
We prove continuity of the immediate consequence operator in Theorem 4.18 below. First, let us demonstrate two auxiliary results. We write
t ;! s to denote a narrowing computation from t to a rnf s.
Lemma 4.16 Let I1 , I2 ∈ C be narrowing-wise interpretations such that
I1 v I2 . Let r, u ∈ T (Σ, V). If r ;!ρ,I u, then there are substitutions
1
η, ρ0 , θ and a term u0 ∈ T (Σ, V) such that r ;∗η,I u0 , ρ|`r →∗I ρ0 , ρ0 = ηθ|`r ,
2
2
and u = u0 θ.
Proof. r ;!ρ,I u implies rρ →!I u and, since I1 v I2 , rρ →!I u. Since I2 is
1
1
2
a narrowing-wise interpretation, i.e., by strong–completeness of narrowing,
there are substitutions η, ρ0 , θ and a term u0 ∈ T (Σ, V) such that r ;∗η,I u0 ,
2
ρ|`r →∗I ρ0 , ρ0 = ηθ|`r , and u = u0 θ.
2

Lemma 4.17 Let I1 , I2 ∈ C be narrowing-wise interpretations. If I1 v I2 ,
then TBT,R (I1 ) v TBT,R (I2 ).
Proof. Consider t 7→ s ∈ TBT,R (I1 ). By Lemma 4.16, there are t0 7→
s0 ∈ TBT,R (I2 ) and a substitution ρ such that t = t0 ρ and s = s0 ρ. Thus,
TBT,R (I2 ) ` t 7→ s and the conclusion follows.
Theorem 4.18 Let R be a denotation-compact TRS and BT ∈ {eval, rnf}.
The TBT,R operator is continuous w.r.t. v.
Proof. To prove that TBT,R is continuous we can prove that it is monotone
and finitary. It is finitary because of termination of narrowing in narrowingwise interpretations. Monotonicity follows by Lemma 4.17.
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Finally, from the soundness of narrowing, the soundness of the TBT,R
operator follows straightforwardly.
Theorem 4.19 (Soundness) Let R be a TRS and BT ∈ {eval, rnf}. Let
V (R). For each t 7→ s ∈ T
∗
I ∈ C s.t. I ⊆ BBT
BT,R (I ), t →R s.
For interesting classes of TRSs, the fixpoint of the TBT,R transformation
characterizes the meaning in R of all input calls, which allows us to define
a complete compressed fixpoint semantics in the next section.
4.2.3

Fixpoint Compressed Semantics

We are ready to formalize our notion of compressed semantics for TRSs in
the fixpoint style. As usual, we consider the chain of iterations of TBT,R
k+1
0
k
starting from the bottom, by defining TBT,R
:= ∅; TBT,R
:= TBT,R (TBT,R
),
ω
k
for k ≥ 0; and TBT,R := tk≥0 TBT,R .
Definition 4.20 (Fixpoint Compressed Semantics) The least fixpoint
ω
compressed semantics of a program R is defined as FBT (R) := TBT,R
.
Example 4.21
Consider again the TRS RID of Example 1.3. The transformation Trnf,RID
2
1
= {id(X) 7→ X},
= Trnf,R
computes the following interpretations: Trnf,R
ID
ID
which is, thus, the least fixpoint.
We are able to characterize some broad classes of TRSs where the soundness and completeness of our compact fixpoint semantics can be proved. The
following definition extends the notion of definedness of a TRS to (possibly)
non–confluent TRSs.
Definition 4.22 (BT -defined TRS) We say that t ∈ T (Σ, V) is BT defined in the TRS R if there exists at least one t0 ∈ BT such that t →!R t0
and, for all t00 such that t →!R t00 , t00 ∈ BT .
We say that R is BT -defined (resp. BT -ground-defined) if, for all t ∈
(Σ,
V) (resp. t ∈ T (Σ)) t is BT -defined in R.
T
It is immediate to see that BT -definedness is much more demanding
than BT -ground-definedness. BT -(ground-)definedness has been studied in
the literature for different semantics:
• For the ground value semantics Beval (R), eval-ground-definedness implies that nf ∩ T (Σ) = eval ∩ T (Σ). Therefore, eval-ground-definedness
is equivalent to the condition that R is weakly normalizing and completely defined (CD); see [5]. A TRS R is weakly normalizing if every
term has a normal form in R, though infinite sequences from t may
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exist. A TRS R is completely defined if each defined symbol of the
signature is completely defined. In other words, it does not occur in
any ground term in normal form, i.e., function symbols are reducible
on all ground terms.
V (R), eval-definedness is much
• For the non-ground values semantics Beval
more demanding, since it requires functions to be reducible on all
terms, not only ground terms.
V (R), both nf-ground• For the normalization semantics Bnf (R) and Bnf
definedness and nf-definedness are simply equivalent to the notion of
weakly normalizing TRS, which is defined for terms with variables. It
is the same for the semantics of ground rigid normal forms Brnf (R),
V (R)
since Brnf (R) = Bnf (R). However it is more demanding for Brnf
than weakly normalizing, since it requires every term (not only ground
terms) to reach a rigid normal form by rewriting.

Example 4.23
For BT ∈ {eval, rnf, nf}, the TRSs RID , RSUM , and RINS of Examples
1.3, 2.1 and 4.10 are BT -ground-defined. Only the TRS RID is BT -defined.
Let us also define the class of BT -based TRSs, which generalizes the
class of left-linear constructor systems as follows.
Definition 4.24 (BT -based TRS) Let R be a TRS and BT ∈ {evalR ,
rnf R }. A substitution σ is BT –based if, for each X ∈ V, Xσ ∈ BT . Given
a TRS R, we call it BT –based if every substitution computed by narrowing
in R is BT –based, i.e., for t, t0 ∈ T (Σ, V) such that t ;θ,R t0 , θ|`t is BT based.
Popular classes of rnf–based TRSs are:
(i) left–linear constructor systems,
(ii) almost orthogonal TRSs, and
(iii) topmost TRSs.
Actually, (i) and (ii) are typical functional programs and the class of left–
linear constructor systems is exactly the eval-based TRSs, a subclass of rnfbased TRSs. On the other hand, weakly normalizing left–linear constructor
systems are rnf-based as well as rnf-ground-defined. It is worth noting that
rnf–based TRSs are left–plain but not vice versa, as shown in the following
example.
Example 4.25
For BT ∈ {eval, rnf}, the TRSs RID , RSUM , and RINS of Examples 1.3, 2.1
and 4.10 are BT -based, since they are left–linear constructor systems. However, the TRS of Example 4.5 is not BT -based (nor left–plain). Furthermore,
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the TRS of Example 4.7 is left–plain but not BT -based, since given the term
(0 + 0) + Y, we have the narrowing step (0 + 0) + Y ;σ 0 using the rule
X + X → 0, where the substitution σ = {Y 7→ 0 + 0} is not BT -based.
Now we can prove the correctness of the fixpoint semantics w.r.t. the
ordinary, big–step collecting semantics. The proof of Theorem 4.26 is in
Appendix A.
Theorem 4.26 (Ground Soundness and Completeness)
{rnf, eval}. Let R be either a

Let BT ∈

• BT -ground-defined, terminating, denotation-compact TRS that is either confluent or BT -based; or
• topmost TRS.
Then, BBT (R) = unzip(FBT (R)) ∩ (T (Σ) × T (Σ)).
Corollary 4.27 (Correctness w.r.t. Behavior) Let BT ∈ {rnf, eval}.
Let R1 , R2 be either
• BT -ground-defined, terminating, denotation-compact TRSs that are
either confluent or BT -based; or
• topmost TRSs.
Then, FBT (R1 ) = FBT (R2 ) implies BBT (R1 ) = BBT (R2 ).
Note that the conditions that R is BT -based (or confluent), BT -grounddefined, and terminating in the previous result are all necessary. Recall that
denotation–compactness is required to ensure that narrowing terminates in
the denotation.
Example 4.28
Let us consider the following denotation-compact, terminating, eval-based
TRS R := {g → f(h(a)), h(a) → s(h(b)), f(s(X)) → a}. R is not
eval-ground-defined, since e.g. h(a) cannot be rewritten to a value. Now we
1
2
have Teval,R
= Teval,R
= {f(s(X)) 7→ a}. Then, g 7→ a cannot be obtained
from Feval (R).
Example 4.29
Let us consider the following denotation-compact, terminating, rnf-grounddefined TRS R := {g → f(h), h → s(i), i → a, f(s(a)) → a, f(s(i)) →
b}. R is not rnf-based nor confluent due to the left-hand side f(s(i)).
1
2
Now we have Trnf,R
= {i 7→ a, f(s(a)) 7→ a, f(s(i)) 7→ b}, Trnf,R
=
1
3
2
4
3
Trnf,R ∪ {h 7→ s(a)}, Trnf,R = Trnf,R ∪ {g 7→ a}, and Trnf,R = Trnf,R . Then,
g 7→ b cannot be obtained from Frnf (R), whereas g rewrites to b in R.
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Example 4.30
Let us consider the following denotation-compact, eval-ground-defined, evalbased TRS R := {g → f(h), h → s(g), f(s(X)) → a}. R is not terminating, since g → f(h) → f(s(g)) → · · · . Since h and g depend on each
other, we have Feval (R) = {f(s(X)) 7→ a}, and thus the computations g 7→
a and h 7→ s(a) cannot be obtained from Feval (R).
The criteria given in Theorem 4.26 and Corollary 4.27 are reasonable8
for many programming languages such as Maude, Haskell, Scheme, etc.
For instance, programs in Haskell are defined as left-linear constructor systems that can be understood as confluent and terminating systems (i.e., the
Haskell evaluation strategy always provides, for each input term, one and
only one finite rewriting sequence to a normal form). In Maude, functional
(or equational) programs are usually described as (almost) orthogonal, terminating TRSs, which is a subclass of confluent, terminating, left–linear,
left–plain TRSs; see [10]. Note that much work has been done recently
to prove termination of functional programs automatically in Maude and
Haskell; see [17, 21]. On the other hand, many concurrent systems of interest, including the vast majority of distributed algorithms and the operational semantics of many programming languages (Java, JVM bytecode, C,
Haskell, Prolog, etc.), admit fairly natural (order-sorted) topmost specifications in Maude; see [32, 33].
Thus we believe that our compression methodology and the results that
we have proved are quite powerful and practical. In Section 5 we also show
more evidence to support this claim by showing, on various benchmarks,
that the fixpoint computation of our semantics produces dramatically fewer
semantic rules at each step w.r.t. the big-step semantics.

4.3

Operational (Compressed) Semantics

In this section, we study an operational semantics and compare it with the
denotational semantics provided in Section 3.1.
Definition 4.31 Let R be a TRS and BT ∈ {rnf, eval}. The Operational
Denotation of R is defined as:

OBT (R) := zip {f (x1 , . . . , xn )θ 7→ t | f (x1 , . . . , xn ) ;∗θ,R t, t ∈ BT }
where x1 , . . . , xn are pairwise distinct variables.
It is easy to prove that this operational semantics captures the observables
of rigid normal forms and values.
8

Obviously, these classes of programs can only be considered as the basis of functional
programming languages, since many features are not addressed in this paper, such as
evaluation strategies, strategy annotations, type systems; or algebraic properties such as
associativity and commutativity, etc.
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Corollary 4.32 Let R be a strongly reachability–complete TRS and BT ∈
V (R).
{rnf, eval}. Then, unzip (OBT (R)) = BBT
Corollary 4.33 (Correctness and Full Abstraction) Let R be a strongly
V (R ) = V (R )
reachability–complete TRS and BT ∈ {rnf, eval}. Then, BBT
BBT 2
1
if and only if OBT (R1 ) = OBT (R2 ).
The optimality of the operational semantics is also straightforward.
Corollary 4.34 (Optimality) Let R be a strongly reachability–complete
V (R) s.t. unzip(S) = V (R),
TRS and BT ∈ {rnf, eval}. For each S ⊆ BBT
BBT
then zip(S) = OBT (R).
The operational semantics in Definition 4.31 is actually equivalent to the
fixpoint version, for BT -defined TRSs. The proof of Theorem 4.35 is in
Appendix A.
Theorem 4.35 (Equivalence with Denotational Semantics) Let
BT ∈ {rnf, eval}. Let R be either a
• BT -defined, terminating, denotation-compact TRS that is either confluent or BT -based; or
• topmost TRS.
Then, FBT (R) = OBT (R).
Here we would like to justify why we have given a bottom-up formalization for our compressed semantics instead of a simpler top-down operational
semantics, such as the one in Definition 4.31:
• First, the computation of OBT (R) requires that narrowing terminates
in R, which is more demanding than narrowing termination in the
interpretations obtained from R.
• Second, the set of narrowing sequences in R is not generally finite,
which implies that the zip of this set is not effectively computable.
• Third, but not least important, our motivation for the compressed semantics comes from a previous work of ours [1] which aimed to extend
to TRSs the technique of Abstract Diagnosis [12], originally developed
for Logic Programs, to check the correctness of a TRS. This technique
is inherently based on the use of an immediate consequence operator
and [12] demonstrated that the resulting methodology is superior than
top-down approaches.
Example 4.36
Consider again the TRS RI D of Example 1.3, which satisfies the conditions
of Theorem 4.35. We have that Feval (RID ) = Oeval (RID ) = {id(X) 7→ X}.
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However, note that the term id(X) has an infinite number of narrowing
derivations, which are only successively collapsed by the zip operation. Thus
the computation of the semantics Oeval (RID ) cannot be effectively implemented. On the contrary, the computation of Feval (RID ) is finite, as shown
in Example 4.21.

4.4

Relations with the semantics of [1]

Finally, let us characterize the relationship of our TBT,R transformation with
the more traditional immediate consequence operator given in [1]. Given a
set of final/blocking terms BT , in [1] we defined the following naı̈ve immediate consequence operator.
Definition 4.37 ([1]) Let R be a TRS, I ∈ S, and BT a set of final/blocking
state pairs. Then,
unzip
TBT,R
(I ) := BT 2 ∪ {s 7→ t ∈ W | r 7→ t ∈ I , s →R r}

where BT 2 := {t 7→ t | t ∈ BT }.
This definition is sensible from a model-theoretic point of view, but it
clearly lacks conciseness properties that are critical for analysis and debugging. Thus, one could think of using zipped sets as follows:
Definition 4.38 Let R be a TRS, I ∈ C, and BT a set of final/blocking
state pairs. Then,
zip
TBT,R
(I ) := zip(BT 2 ∪ {s 7→ t ∈ W | r 7→ t ∈ unzip(I ), s →R r})

Recall that, in Observation 3.12, we noted that (zip, unzip) is an isomorphism between compactable unzipped sets and C. Then, it is clear that
the immediate consequence operator of Definition 4.38 is the operator that
corresponds to the one of Definition 4.37 by this isomorphism, as formally
stated in the following lemma.
zip
=
Lemma 4.39 Let R be a TRS and BT ∈ {rnf, eval}. Then, TBT,R
unzip
zip ◦ TBT,R
◦ unzip.

Now, we are able to prove the following result.
Corollary 4.40 Let R be a strongly reachability–complete
TRS and BT ∈
zip ω
{rnf, eval}. Then, FBT (R) = OBT (R) = TBT,R
.
zip
Actually, the operator TBT,R
of [1] has a much closer relationship to
operational semantics than to denotational semantics. Indeed, at each application, it simulates one transition of the rewriting system. In other terms,
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when applied n times to the bottom element, it will produce (equations corresponding to) derivations of length exactly n. From a denotational point of
view, this is undesirable, since we would like to take advantage of the fact
that, in the interpretation, we already have the information regarding several
derivations (of different length) of various terms all at once. That is why we
have preferred a “true denotational” definition such as Definition 4.3, where,
at each iteration, we can produce all rewritings that are possible using “one
step” from the program and all reductions that we already know from the
current interpretation.

5

Experimental Results

A proof-of-concept implementation of the compression technique proposed in
this paper has been developed, and used to conduct a number of experiments
that demonstrate the practicality of our approach. The prototype is written
in Haskell using the GHC compiler version 6.8.2, and is publicly available9 .
The tool accepts TRSs that can be written either in TPDB format10 , TTT
form11 , or a subset of the syntax of Maude functional modules.
Since there are many factors that may impact performance and effectiveness when comparing two different implementations, in order to guarantee
a fair comparison w.r.t. [1], we have developed a unique fixpoint infrastructure that is parametric on the immediate consequence operator, and we
have evaluated both operators (the compact one proposed in Section 4, and
the one in [1]) within this single framework. In particular, both implementations share the same underlying machinery (unification, narrowing, etc).
Furthermore, in order to obtain finite approximations of (possibly) infinite
semantics, we use the depth-k abstraction described in [1], which essentially
cuts the terms in both sides of each semantic rule down to a maximum depth
bound, which is fixed by the k parameter; e.g. for depth bound k = 3, the
term plus(0, s(s(s(0)))) is cut down to plus(0, s(s(X))).
In order to assess the practicality of our approach, we have benchmarked
both the size of the (abstract) fixpoint semantics for a given depth bound
and the corresponding computation times. We consider a set of benchmark
programs that satisfy the conditions for the correctness and completeness
of our approach. The benchmarks used for the comparison are: risers and
tails, which are two almost–orthogonal and terminating Haskell programs
that are commonly used for analyzing the safety of pattern matching in
Haskell [35]; doubleisone, an almost–orthogonal and terminating TRS for
doubling and unity checking borrowed from [24]; bertconc, a right–linear,
canonical TRS for concatenating lists borrowed from [7]; vending, a topmost
9

At http://safe-tools.dsic.upv.es/zipit
See http://www.lri.fr/∼marche/tpdb/format.html
11
See http://colo6-c703.uibk.ac.at/ttt/trs.html

10
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TRS & k
id
incplus2
pksk
plusH
insertNC
adddouble
tails
doubleisone
bertconc
risers
insertsort
vending

1
4/3
3/4
7/3
4/3
2/3
8/4
25/5
27/4
8/4
22/4
39/5
70/9

2
11/4
9/6
13/5
27/5
10/5
55/7
635/7
615/10
70/9

3
4
5
10 15 20 30
27/5 63/6 143/7 27/8 79/10 229/12 395/9
713/8
260/9
2316/12 70/9 70/9 70/9 70/9 70/9 70/9 70/9

Table 1: Experimental results for the semantics of [1]
TRS adapted from [10]; and insertsort, a standard encoding of insertion
sort borrowed from the Termination Problem DataBase12 . The source code
of these benchmark programs is available at the prototype web site. Finally,
programs incplus2, id, pksk, plusH, and insertNC correspond to the TRSs
given in Examples 1.1, 1.3, 4.5, 4.7 and 4.10, respectively.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 summarize our experiments. For a given depth bound,
each cell in Tables 1 and 2 contains a pair n/i, where n is the number of
rules in the (abstract) fixpoint semantics and i is the number of iterations
needed to reach the least fixpoint. The symbol “−” indicates that the tool
was not able to compute the abstract fixpoint semantics because the timeout13 was exceeded, or the tool exceeded the available memory. Both these
circumstances imply the generation of a huge and unmanageable number
of rules. In Table 3, we compare the time necessary to compute our compressed semantics versus the fixpoint semantics of [1], for each benchmark
program and a given depth bound. Times are expressed in 1/100 of seconds
and are the average of 10 executions. The experiments were performed on a
Linux machine with an Intel Core Duo and 6 Gigabytes of memory, running
Ubuntu server 8.04.
Let us analyze our results. When we compare the results of Table 2 with
the results of Table 1, we confirm that our compression technique computes
fewer elements than the fixpoint semantics of [1] in all programs except for
vending, whose big-step semantics contains no redundant rules. Indeed, the
impact of compressing the semantics is impressive. For instance, for program
addDouble with depth k = 3, our compression technique generated only 7
12
13

Available at http://www.lri.fr/∼marche/tpdb/
We have considered the same, sufficiently large timeout for all benchmarks.
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TRS & k
id
incplus2
pksk
plusH
insertNC
adddouble
tails
doubleisone
bertconc
risers
insertsort
vending

1
2/3
2/3
2/2
3/2
1/2
4/4
9/7
10/4
4/4
8/3
8/4
70/8

2
1/2
2/3
2/2
3/2
2/3
5/4
9/7
12/5
8/5
13/4
14/5
70/8

3
1/2
2/3
2/2
3/2
3/4
7/5
12/8
14/6
14/6
21/6
34/7
70/8

4
1/2
2/3
2/2
3/2
4/5
9/6
15/9
17/7
22/7
102/10
116/9
70/8

5
1/2
2/3
2/2
3/2
5/6
11/7
18/10
20/8
32/8
70/8

10
1/2
2/3
2/2
3/2
10/11
21/12
33/15
35/13
112/13
70/8

15
1/2
2/3
2/2
3/2
15/16
31/17
48/20
50/18
70/8

20
1/2
2/3
2/2
3/2
20/21
41/22
63/25
65/23
70/8

30
1/2
2/3
2/2
3/2
30/31
61/32
95/33
70/8

Table 2: Experimental results for the compressed semantics
semantic rules, as opposed to the 2316 semantic rules generated by the bigstep fixpoint operator, which gives a reduction of 99.7%. We note that the
original fixpoint infrastructure implemented in the Debussy debugger of [1]
was generally unable to generate approximations of the fixpoint semantics
for a depth bound greater than two. When we compare in Table 3 the computation times of our compressed semantics versus the fixpoint semantics of
[1], we also confirm that our compressed semantics can be computed much
faster than the previous one. For instance, for k = 2, the fixpoint semantics
of [1] cannot be computed for some benchmark programs, whereas the compressed one can be computed in less than 230 milliseconds. Note that, in
the case of program vending, the big-step semantics contains no redundant
rules and the compression technique only introduces a negligible overhead.

6

Conclusions

In the natural big-step rewriting semantics, there are many “semantically
useless” elements that can be retrieved from a smaller set of terms. This
becomes a serious issue when this semantics is used as the basis for an
automated tool because the algorithms of the tool have to use and produce
all this redundant information at each stage. In the best case, this reduces
performance and, in the worst case, it ends in ineffective methods. We
have presented a compact fixpoint semantics that models the observables of
ground values (or rigid normal forms) of Term Rewriting Systems. It is both
correct and complete w.r.t. the operational big-step collecting semantics of
rewritings for the particular classes of TRSs as given by Theorem 4.26 but,
unlike the big-step semantics, our semantics is goal-independent and collects
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TRS & k

1
Zipped
id
0
incplus2
0
pksk
0
plusH
0
insertNC
0
adddouble
0
tail
3
doubleisone
1
bertconc
0
risers
2
insertsort
2
vending
23

2
3
4
5
[1] Zipped [1] Zipped [1] Zipped [1] Zipped [1]
0
0
0
0
3
0
15
0
83
0
0
0
0
3
0
22
0
187
0
0
2
0
2913
0
0
0
0
9
0
7518
0
0
0
0
1
0
689
1
1
0
0
18
1
1
2
5
3
6
11
24
4
1
2966
6
4
6
0
3
6036 10
29
74
3
6
77
8761 16 23
295
9168 17 23
17
23
17
23 17 23
17

Table 3: Computation times of the compressed semantics versus [1]
just the operational behavior of the minimal set of terms that are strictly
necessary. This information is computed by narrowing, which provides only
the most general rewriting sequences, and which is sufficient to describe, by
semantic closure, the operational behavior of all other terms.
We presented the experimental results obtained by a proof–of–concept
implementation to show that our semantics produces dramatically fewer
semantic rules at each step w.r.t. the big-step semantics.
Encouraged by these benchmarks, as future work, by mixing the methodology of [1] with the idea of compressing semantics given in this paper, we
plan to develop efficient, bottom–up analyzers of Maude and Haskell programs as well as the rewriting-based components of Curry and TOY, which
are non-deterministic in contrast to Haskell. While top-down analyses may
be more efficient for large, goal-oriented problems such as the analysis of
call patterns [6], the bottom–up approach is suitable for goal-independent
properties as addressed in Abstract Diagnosis [11, 12].
We would like to note that future improvements in the results for narrowing termination and strong reachability completeness could eventually
lead to better conditions for our compressed semantics.
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A

Proof of main theorems

The following result is the basis for the main theorems below. We use
notation t →nR s to represent a rewrite sequence from t to s consisting of n
steps.
Lemma A.1 Let BT ∈ {rnf, eval}. Let R be a BT -defined, terminating,
denotation-compact TRS that is either confluent or BT -based. Let t, s ∈
V (R), then F
T (Σ, V). If t 7→ s ∈ BBT
BT (R) ` t 7→ s.
Proof. First, consider the maximal context C[ ] with m holes at disjoint
positions p1 , . . . , pm such that t = C[u1 , . . . , um ], s = C[v1 , . . . , vm ], and
v1 , . . . , vm ∈ BT . Since C[ ] is maximal, each sequence uj →∗R vj contains
at least one rewriting step at the top position. In the following, we prove
that FBT (R) ` uj 7→ vj for each j = 1, . . . , m, and thus the conclusion
follows.
Let u, v ∈ T (Σ, V) and v ∈ BT such that u →∗R v contains at least one
rewriting step at the top position. Since R is terminating, we consider the
p1
pn
longest rewrite derivation from u to v, i.e., u = t0 →R t1 . . . →R tn = v.
Let k ∈ {1, . . . , n} be such that pk is the first top position in the sequence

p1 , . . . , pn . The derivation can be split into three parts t0 →nR1 tk−1 →R
tk →nR2 tn . Then, we prove FBT (R) ` t0 7→ tn by induction on n = n1 +n2 +1.


n1 = 0 & n2 = 0 Here we have that t0 →l→r tn where l → r ∈ R and ρ is
the applied substitution, i.e., t0 = lρ and tn = rρ. Note that r ∈ BT ,
since rρ ∈ BT . Thus, by definition, l 7→ r has been eventually added
to the fixpoint (though possibly removed after the zip compression);
hence, FBT (R) ` l 7→ r, which implies FBT (R) ` t0 7→ tn .


n1 > 0 or n2 > 0 Here we have t0 →nR1 tk−1 →l→r tk →nR2 tn where
l → r ∈ R and tn ∈ BT . Following the same reasoning as in the
general case given at the beginning of this proof, there is a maximal
context C[ ] with m holes at disjoint positions q1 , . . . , qm such that
t0 = C[u1 , . . . , um ] and tk−1 = C[u01 , . . . , u0m ]. Now, since pk is the
first reduced top position, C[ ] is different from the empty context.
Note that u01 , . . . , u0m do not necessarily belong to BT . Let ρ = {x1 7→
w1 , . . . , xnρ 7→ wnρ } be such that tk−1 = lρ and tk = rρ. Assume ρ is
not BT -based. Since R is BT -defined, there is a BT -based substitution ρb = {x1 7→ w
b1 , . . . , xnρ 7→ w
bnρ } such that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , nρ },
hi
wi →R w
bi and, since n is the length of the longest derivation from t0 ,
then hi < n. Then, by the induction hypothesis, FBT (R) ` wi 7→ w
bi
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , nρ }. Let b
tk−1 = lb
ρ. Thus, FBT (R) ` tk−1 7→ b
tk−1 ,
since the maximal context C[ ] of tk−1 and tbk−1 is the same.
Now, we consider the cases when R is confluent and R is BT -based
separately.
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R is confluent Then, rb
ρ →∗R tn . By the induction hypothesis,
FBT (R) ` b
tk−1 7→ tn . Since FBT (R) is narrowing-wise and ρb
is BT -based, there are substitutions η, θ and a term t0n ∈ T (Σ, V)
such that r ;∗η,F (R) t0n , ρb|`r = (ηθ)|`r , and tn = t0n θ. Thus,
BT
by definition, lη 7→ t0n has eventually been added to the fixpoint (though possibly removed) and FBT (R) ` lη 7→ t0n . Finally
FBT (R) ` t0 7→ tn , since t0 →∗F (R) b
tk−1 →F (R) rb
ρ →∗F (R)
BT
BT
BT
t0n θ = tn .

R is BT -based Since FBT (R) is narrowing-wise, there are substitutions η, ρ0 , θ and a term t0n ∈ T (Σ, V) such that r ;∗η,F (R) t0n ,
BT
ρ|`r →∗R ρ0 , ρ0|`r = (ηθ)|`r , and tn = t0n θ. Thus, by definition, lη 7→
t0n has eventually been added to the fixpoint (though possibly removed) and FBT (R) ` lη 7→ t0n . Since we do not require confluence, there may be several possible terms w
bi,1 , . . . , w
bi,ni,ρ for each
0
i ∈ {1, . . . , nρ }. Note that ρ , η, θ are BT -based, since tn ∈ BT .
Therefore, we arbitrarily choose a w
bi,j that is compatible with
0
the substitution ρ , i.e., we choose w
bi,j , j ∈ {1, . . . , ni,ρ }, for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , nρ } such that ρb|`r = ρ0 |`r . Finally, FBT (R) ` t0 7→ tn ,
since t0 →∗F (R) b
tk−1 →F (R) rb
ρ →∗F (R) t0n θ = tn .
BT

BT

BT

Lemma A.2 Let BT ∈ {rnf, eval}. Let R be a topmost TRS. Let t, s ∈
V (R), then F
7 s ∈ BBT
T (Σ, V). If t →
BT (R) ` t 7→ s.
Proof. Let u, v ∈ T (Σ, V) and v ∈ BT such that u →∗R v. Since R is
topmost, every rewriting step is performed at the top position, i.e., we con

sider u = t0 →R t1 . . . →R tn = v. Then, we prove FBT (R) ` t0 7→ tn by
induction on n.

n = 0 Immediate, since t0 = tn ∈ BT .


n > 0 Here we have t0 →l→r t1 →n−1
tn where l → r ∈ R, tn ∈ BT , and
R
t1 = rρ for some substitution ρ. Since FBT (R) is narrowing-wise by
Lemma 4.14, there are substitutions η, θ and a term t0n ∈ T (Σ, V) such
that r ;∗η,F (R) t0n , ρ|`r = (ηθ)|`r , and tn = t0n θ. Thus, by definition,
BT
lη 7→ t0n has eventually been added to the fixpoint (though possibly
removed) and FBT (R) ` lη 7→ t0n . Finally, FBT (R) ` t0 7→ tn , since
t0 = lρ →F (R) t1 = rρ →∗F (R) tn = t0n θ.
BT

BT

In the following, we exchange the order of appearance of Theorems 4.26
and 4.35 for simplicity.
Theorem 4.35 (Equivalence with Denotational Semantics) Let BT
∈ {rnf, eval}. Let R be either a
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• BT -defined, terminating, denotation-compact TRS that is either confluent or BT -based; or
• topmost TRS.
Then, FBT (R) = OBT (R).
Proof. Consider the case when R is a BT -defined, terminating, denotationcompact TRS that is either confluent or BT -based. First note that, by
V (R)). If t 7→ s ∈ F
Corollary 4.32, OBT (R) = zip(BBT
BT (R), then t 7→
V
V (R)), then t 7→
s ∈ zip(BBT (R)) by Theorem 4.19. If t 7→ s ∈ zip(BBT
s ∈ FBT (R) by Lemma A.1.
If R is a topmost TRS, then the proof is similar but using Lemma A.2
instead of Lemma A.1.
Theorem 4.26 (Soundness and Completeness) Let BT ∈ {rnf, eval}.
Let R be either a
• BT -ground-defined, terminating, denotation-compact TRS that is either confluent or BT -based; or
• topmost TRS.
Then, BBT (R) = unzip(FBT (R)) ∩ (T (Σ) × T (Σ)).
Proof. The proof is perfectly analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.35 by
replacing BT -definedness with the less restrictive BT -ground-definedness
condition. This is because ground terms can be rewritten only to ground
terms when no extra variables are allowed in right–hand sides of rules.
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B

More properties of zip/unzip

We show here, in more details, what happens in the general case of dealing
with interpretations that are not necessarily compactable. Given I ⊆ W,
we say I is meaningless if it contains only semantic rules of the form t 7→ t;
and meaningful otherwise. Note that meaningless sets generate, by rewriting
consequences, only meaningless sets and meaningful sets cannot be obtained
by rewriting consequences from meaningless sets.
First, we provide a generic notion of semantic generator.
Definition B.1 (Generator Subset) Given I ⊆ W, we say that G ⊆ I
⊂
is a generator subset of I, written G →
I, if
1. G ` I (i.e., I ⊆ unzip(G)), and
2. ∀r ∈ G, G − {r} /̀ r (i.e., zip(G) = G).
By allgens(I) we denote the set of all generators, i.e., allgens(I) = {G |
⊂
G→
I}.
⊂
When G →
I, all elements in I − G are (roughly speaking) “redundant
elements” of I that can be reconstructed from G. Note that, excluded the
degenerate case of meaningless interpretations, generators are non-empty
(i.e., G = ∅ cannot be a generator of a meaningful I).
Moreover, note that
⊂
• for any G →
I, unzip(G) = unzip(I)
because G ⊆ I implies unzip(G) ⊆ unzip(I), by Point 2 of Proposition 3.11, and I ⊆ unzip(G) implies unzip(I) ⊆ unzip(G), by Points 2
and 1 of Proposition 3.11.
⊂
• G→
I if and only if G ⊆ I, zip(G) = G, unzip(G) = unzip(I)
the “only if” comes from Definition B.1 and the previous point and
the vice versa since unzip(G) = unzip(I) implies G ` I.

• allgens(I) = {X ⊆ I | zip(X) = X, unzip(X) = unzip(I)}
immediate from the previous point.
• a generator G cannot be properly contained into another generator G0
otherwise, for r ∈ G0 − G, G ` r and, since G ⊆ G0 − {r}, G0 − {r} ` r,
contradicting that G0 is a generator
Generator subsets may not be unique and all possible generators are not
necessarily of the same cardinality, as shown in the following example.
Example B.2
Consider again the set I of Example 3.9. According to Definition B.1 there
are several possible generators of I:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

{a 7→ b, b 7→ c, c 7→ a},
{b 7→ a, c 7→ b, a 7→ c},
{a 7→ b, b 7→ a, a 7→ c, c 7→ a},
{b 7→ c, c 7→ b, a 7→ c, c 7→ a},
{a 7→ b, b 7→ a, b 7→ c, c 7→ b},

Note that, e.g. {a 7→ b, b 7→ c, c 7→ a} ` b 7→ a.
Nevertheless, there is no “internal” redundancy in any such a generator
subset and all the original elements can be reconstructed from it. In this
sense, the actual choice of a generator subset can be considered irrelevant.
Moreover, in Corollary B.8 below we prove that a unique, minimal generator
V (R) (and thus I ⊆
V (R)).
subset exists for any meaningful I ⊆ Brnf
Beval
Actually, for these semantics, Definition B.1 boils down to the operator zip
as given in Definition 3.7.
Note that, in general, zip(I) is not necessarily a generator of I, as we
already showed in Example 3.9. However, if for any r ∈ I we have I − {r} /̀
r, then A − {r} /̀ r for each A ⊆ I. This implies that zip(I) is contained
in any generator of I. However, the fact that zip(I) is not a generator of
I does not generally imply zip(I) = ∅. For instance, if we consider the set
I 0 := I∪{a 7→ d} for the set I of Example 3.9, we have that zip(I 0 ) = {a → d}
and zip(I 0 ) is not a generator of I 0 .
The interesting thing is that, even when zip fails to work, generator
subsets may exist (as shown by Examples B.2 and 3.9).
Moreover it is possible to define an increasing succession of subsets of I
whose limit is exactly one generator of I. Unfortunately we are not guaranteed that the limit always exist.
Proposition B.3 For any meaningful I ⊆ W it is possible to define a succession of subsets of I, such that its limit (if it exists) is one generator subset
of I.
Proof. Let us consider two meaningful sets I1 , I2 , we say that I1  I2 iff
unzip(I1 ) ⊂ unzip(I2 ) or unzip(I1 ) = unzip(I2 ) and I1 ⊆ I2 . Let us note
that  is a partial order and that I1  I2 =⇒ I2 ` I1 .
Thus, let us choose any arbitrary total ordering of I := {e1 , e2 , . . .} (this is
possible since W is countably infinite). Let us define inductively G1 := {e1 }
and
(
Gi
if Gi ` ei+1
Gi+1 :=
reduce(Gi ∪ {ei+1 }) otherwise
where, for a finite set F = {e01 , . . . , e0m }, reduce(F ) := Fm where the Fi are
iteratively defined as F0 := F and
(
Fi
if Fi − {e0i+1 } 6` e0i+1
Fi+1 :=
Fi − {e0i+1 } otherwise
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It is easy to see that for F 0 = reduce(F ), F 0 ⊆ F , F 0 ` F , and for all
⊂
r ∈ F 0 , F 0 − {r} /̀ r, i.e., reduce(F ) →
F . By induction hypothesis, Gi is
non empty, Gi ` Gi−1 , Gi ` {e1 , . . . , ei } and ∀r ∈ Gi , Gi − {r} /̀ r. Now we
can conclude that Gi+1 is non empty, Gi+1 ` Gi , Gi+1 ` {e1 , . . . , ei+1 } and
∀r ∈ Gi+1 , Gi+1 − {r} /̀ r. Now, in case that I is finite, i.e. I = {e1 , . . . , en }
we can conclude that Gn+1 is a generator for I, since Gn ` {e1 , . . . , en } and
since ∀r ∈ Gn , Gn − {r} /̀ r. Let us thus consider the case in which I is
infinite. Clearly the sequence G1 , G2 , . . . will also be infinite. Let us note
that this sequence is a chain, i.e. ∀i ∈ ω.Gi  Gi+1 . We will now show
that if this chain hasFa least upper bound, such element is one generator of
I. In fact, let G := i Gi . Then, since G is an upper bound, ∀i ∈ ω.Gi 
G, and hence G ` Gi ` {e1 , . . . , ei }, and hence G ` I. Furthermore, G
is not redundant, i.e. ∀r ∈ G.G − {r} /̀ r. In fact, there are only two
possibilities: either (1) there exists j < ω such that unzip(Gj ) = unzip(G),
and hence clearly Gj = G, and Gj is not redundant by construction or (2)
∀i < ω. unzip(Gi ) ⊂ unzip(G). Then, let us assume by contradiction that
G is redundant, and that there exists ej ∈ G such that G − {ej } ` {ej }.
Then, ∀i < ω. unzip(Gi ) ⊂ unzip(G) = unzip(G − {ej }). Hence G − {ej }
would be an upper bound strictly smaller than the least upper bound G,
which is absurd. Finally, let us prove that G ⊆ I. In fact, I is an upper
bound for the set {G1 , G2 , . . .}, and hence the least upper bound G  I,
and I ` G. Since we proved that G ` I, then unzip(G) = unzip(I), and
hence G  I =⇒ G ⊆ I.
Clearly depending on the chosen total ordering on I we can have different
generators.
Finally, let us observe that the existence of the least upper bound is not
guaranteed for any possible input set I.
The following proposition shows that the construction presented in Proposition B.3 is a generalization of the notion of zip, which is retrieved as a
particular case when the conditions of Lemma 3.16 holds.
V (R) then zip(I)
Proposition B.4 Let BT ∈ {evalR , rnf R }, and I ⊆ BBT
is the least upper bound of the sequence of sets constructed for the set I in
Proposition B.3.

Proof. Let us first note that By Lemma 3.16, zip(I) ` I, zip(I) is an upper
bound for the sequence G1 , G2 , . . ., constructed in Proposition B.3. Then
let us prove that it is the least upper bound. In Proposition B.3 we showed
that the least upper bound, if it exists, is a subset of I, and that for any
upper bound G, G ` I. Thus, let us consider an upper bound G ⊆ I. Now
we prove that zip(I) ⊆ G, and hence that zip(I) is the least upper bound.
By contradiction, assume that there exists r ∈ zip(I) such that r 6∈ G. By
definition of zip(I), I −{r} /̀ r and clearly since G ⊆ I, G = G−{r} /̀ r ∈ I,
which is absurd.
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Let us now restrict our attention to meaningful sets that have a generator, which we call weakly compactable. Clearly meaningful compactable
sets are weakly compactable and (as shown by Examples B.2 and 3.9) the
viceversa is not true.
The following proposition shows that the notion of generator of Definition B.1 is a generalization of the notion of zip, because when zip(I) ` I
then zip(I) is the unique generator of I.
Proposition B.5 For any weakly compactable I ⊆ W,
T
T
⊂
1. zip(I) ⊆ allgens(I) (= {G | G →
I}).
2. If zip(I) is a generator of I then it is the unique generator of I.
Proof. First of all note that, since I is weakly compactable, I 6= ∅ and
allgens(I) 6= ∅.
For Point 1, the case where I is a singleton is straightforward.
Otherwise, let us recall that if for any r ∈ I we have that I − {r} /̀ r,
then for any G ∈ allgens(I)
T we have that G − {r} /̀ r, r ∈ zip(I), and
zip(I) ⊆ G. Thus zip(I) ⊆ allgens(I).
For Point 2, if zip(I) is a generator, by the fact that generators cannot
be properly contained, then zip(I) has to be the unique generator.
The following results are straightforward consequences of the two previous propositions.
Corollary B.6 If I is compactable, then zip(I) is the unique generator of
I.
Proof. It follows from Proposition B.5 by the fact that zip(I) ` I.
Corollary B.7 If I is zipped, then it is the unique generator of itself.
Finally, we show that zip is the unique generator for BT ∈ {evalR , rnf R }.
V (R), zip(I) is
Corollary B.8 For BT ∈ {evalR , rnf R } and a set I ⊆ BBT
the unique generator subset of I according to Definition B.1.

Proof. By Corollary B.6 it suffices to prove that zip(I) ` I. But this follows
from Lemma 3.16.
Note that Corollary B.8 only holds for BT ∈ {evalR , rnf R }, as it is witnessed
by the following counter-example.
Example B.9
Consider again the interpretation I of Example B.2, which consider semanV (R). According to Definition B.1 there are two minimal generators
tics Bred
of I: {a 7→ b, b 7→ c, c 7→ a} and {b 7→ a, c 7→ b, a 7→ c}. However, zip(I) = ∅,
which is not a generator subset of I.
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⊂
As we saw from examples the · →
I relation is not, in general, a function.
However in order to define a concrete domain which is a complete lattice, the
actual choice of the generator subset is irrelevant. Any generator of I is able
to reconstruct I and this is the only property which matters. Hence let gen
⊂
be a function such that gen(I) →
I. Moreover let us denote the equivalence
unzip(A) = unzip(B) by A ≡` B (which is equivalent to A ` B ∧ B ` A).
Then, independently of the chosen possiblility, gen satisfies the following
similar, but more regular properties than those of zip.

Proposition B.10 Let I ⊆ W be a weakly compactable set of rules.
1. gen is idempotent, i.e., gen(gen(I)) = gen(I).
2. unzip ◦ gen is extensive w.r.t. ⊆, i.e., I ⊆ unzip(gen(I)).
3. unzip(gen(I)) = unzip(I)
4. ∀U ∈ S. unzip(gen(U )) = U .
5. gen is monotone w.r.t. v on unzipped sets, i.e., ∀U1 , U2 ∈ S. U1 ⊆
U2 =⇒ gen(U1 ) v gen(U2 ).
6. gen(unzip(I)) ≡` I.
Proof. Point 1 is straightforward.
For Point 2, by Equation (3.3), unzip(gen(I)) = {e | gen(I) ` e}. By
Definition B.1, gen(I) ` I and thus I ⊆ unzip(gen(I)).
For Point 3, since gen(I) ⊆ I, by Point 2 of Proposition 3.11, we have
unzip(gen(I)) ⊆ unzip(I). Moreover, by Point 2 and Point 2 of Proposition 3.11, unzip(I) ⊆ unzip(unzip(gen(I))). By Point 1 of Proposition 3.11,
unzip(I) ⊆ unzip(gen(I)). Thus the thesis follows.
For Point 4, since U = unzip(U ), by Point 3, unzip(gen(U )) = unzip(U ) =
U.
For Point 5, by Point 3 and since Ui = unzip(Ui ), unzip(gen(Ui )) =
unzip(Ui ) = Ui . Thus from U1 ⊆ U2 follows unzip(gen(U1 )) ⊆ unzip(gen(U2 )),
which is gen(U1 ) v gen(U2 ).
For Point 6, by definition of equivalence ≡` , the thesis is equivalent to
unzip(gen(unzip(I))) = unzip(I). But, by Point 3, unzip(gen(unzip(I))) =
unzip(unzip(I)). Then the thesis follows from Point 1 of Proposition 3.11.
Our semantic domain C is not a complete lattice, as it is not closed under
least upper bound. Consider for example {a 7→ b, b 7→ c} and {c 7→ a}: it is
not possible to find a compactable set bigger than both.
If we use gen instead of zip we can “extend” C to a complete lattice,
in the sense that we can define a semantic domain into which C can be
embedded.
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Definition B.11 (Extended Semantic Domain) The extended semantic domain C̄ is the set C̄ := {gen(I)/≡` | I ⊆ W, I weakly compactable }
ordered by
[A]≡` v [B]≡` := unzip(A) ⊆ unzip(B).

(B.1)

Note that, by idempotence of gen and the relation between zip and gen,
(all canonical representatives of ) the elements of C̄ are zipped sets. Thus
C/≡` ⊆ C̄.
C̄ is a “faithful” representation of S, which contains also (the representations of) the pathological sets which contain mutually recursive rewriting
dependencies, as proved by the following result.
Proposition B.12 (gen /≡` , unzip) is an order preserving isomorphism between S and C̄, and thus C̄ is a complete lattice, where
ui [Ai ]≡` = gen(∩i unzip(Ai ))/≡`

(B.2)

ti [Ai ]≡` = gen(∪i Ai )/≡`

(B.3)

Proof. The isomorphism follows from Points 4 and 6 of Proposition B.10.
Order preservation, from S to C̄, comes from Point 5 of Proposition B.10;
while from C̄ to S comes by Equation (B.1).
Equations (B.2) and (B.3) follow by defining into C̄ the dual (by the
isomorphism) of ∪ and ∩ of S.
Recall, anyhow, that for what concerns (our present) semantics of interest,
the much simpler domain C is sufficient (all semantics properties we are
interested in have been proved for domain C). Nevertheless, the domain C̄
can be more interesting for Abstract Interpretation purposes, where (many)
powerful results hold for complete lattices.
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